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Officials empty Calloway jail
Renovations may
make building
holdover site
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
Calloway County may not have an ironclad agreement with the
Kentucky Department of Corrections, but plans are underway to
renovate the local jail.
"There is a possibility that we could open the jail as a 12-hour
--we spend between $12,000 and $15,000 on
holdover facility if'
Pat Pasohall.
Jailer
renovations," said
Being designated as a holdover facility could cut down on transporting costs because a group of prisoners could be taken at one
time.
BeetifiTeCalloway currently does not have any type of holdover
facility, prisoners will have to be transported immediately following the completion of their paperwork.
"We will have to do the renovation and then if it passes inspection, there is a good possibility that we could do this," Paschall
said. "They (Department of Corrections) won't give us a definite
statement though."
Ron Hanley, jail service specialist for western Kentucky, said
there is no guarantee that this plan will be approved,
"My supervisor (Robert Powell, director of local facilities in
Frankfort) said he would look at it once renovation is done and

Prisoners
farmed out
to area jails

BERNARD KANEJLedger & Times photo

Although the Calloway County Jail Is no longer able to serve as a detention facility, It will serve as a drop
site for prisoners who are to be transported to jails outside the county.
The citizens group seeks an injunction regarding
construction starts on the new jail," Hanley said.
the
construction of a new jail because the group
In addition to being inspected and approved by
the court to review the manner in which deciwants
consaid
another
Paschall
the Corrections Cabinet,
dition is that the county must begin construction on sions regarding the project have been made.
Named in the suit are the fiscal court, County
the new jail.
However, a lawsuit recently filed against the Judge/Executive J.D. Williams, jail consultant Jim
county by the Concerned Citizens of Calloway
• See Page 2
County may put a kink in those plans.

By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
A week after the Calloway
County Fiscal Court voted to
close the county jail, the cells
are already empty.
As a result, any prisoner
arrested in Calloway County
will have to be transported
elswhere.
Jailer
According to
Tracy Rudolph, the last work
release prisoner left the jail
Monday morning. Jail, employees spent much of last week trying to find beds in surrounding
jails for approximately 25
inmates.
"We've been transporting
prisoners for at least a year,"
said Jailer Pat Paschall. "We've
been really overcrowded and
I See Page 2

New law blamed for low interest in governor's race
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Most political observers believe
the state's new campaign-finance
law is mainly responsible for
reducing interest in this year's
race for governor.
"I think the limited money
they have to spend is hurting,"
Democratic stalwart Z.C. Enix of
Murray said.
e law is aimed at reducing

the influence of money in politics
and government.
"Quietest one I've ever seen,"
Daviess County Democratic
Chairman Ken Bosley of Owensboro said of the governor's race.
All the candidates who are running full-scale campaigns have
pledged to spend no more than
$1.8 million in the primary and
are accepting public financing.

(The limits must be voluntary
because mandatory limits are
unconstitutional.)
Because the 1992 law limited
spending and required candidates
to pick a runningmate for lieutenant governor before they could
raise money, they delayed fullscale campaigning until after last
November's election — more
than a year behind the usual time

frame.
Even now, just weeks before
the May 23 primary, most slates
are still saving money for TV,
which is expected to consume
more than two-thirds of each
campaign's budget. That means
they're looking for chances to
appear at other groups' events
instead of staging their own, and
are not putting out many yard

signs or producing much other
visible evidence of a campaign.
"It will produce a compact
race at the end," said Jim
Andrews, campaign manager for
Democratic Secretary of State
Bob Babbage.
Candidates' signs are usually
plentiful by now, but Democratic
activist Kay McCollum of Ktitta-

wa said she drove about 40 miles
to Murray one day last week and
saw none.
"It was a little shocking to me,
realizing how close it was" to
the primary, she said.
Some who advocated the new
law said reducing the influence of
money would 'shift emphasis to
See Page 2

New Tactics
Can tobacco still prevail?

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & TImes photo

the
OFFICE VISIT: Murray State University students Arlynn Blazer and Bob Strong test for heartworms during
College Farm
10th annual Animal Health Day held Saturday at the A. Carmen Animal Health Technology Center on
Road. About 200 dogs and cats were examined by 60 members of the Animal Health Technology/Pre-Vet Club.
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By CHRISTOPHER SULLIVAN
AP National Writer
The tobacco industry has never given up a
penny in a health-related lawsuit, but opponents say they may finally have found a winning strategy: a new, multifront legal onslaught against cigarette manufacturers.
In four cases, states rather than smokers are
the plaintiffs, seeking "reimbursement" for
smoking-related health costs.
In other cases, smokers have sued on behalf
of anyone hooked by nicotine, huge class
actions seeking hundreds of billions in damages. And for the first time in tobacco cases,
scores of law firms have banded together to
fight for the little guy — and the potential big
payday.
"The industry at this point is really on the
nln," said Richard Daynard, a Northeastern
University law professor and chairman of the
Tobacco Products' Liability Project, a public
health advocacy group in Boston.
Daynard acknowledged he has made similar
statements before, but called the new plaintiffs "more appealing" to jurors than those in
past suits, often ill smokers who had ignored
decades of health warnings.
R.J. Reynolds Vice President Daniel
Donahue and others in the industry say the
' tobacco interests will prevail, but he warns
that such strategies ignore the bite a loss by
cigarette-makers could put on taxpayers.
"There doesn't appear to be anyone out
there who's concerned about the effect that
success by these politicians and lawyers
would have on the economy of this country,"

he said.
If states succeed in suits that seek to recoup
from cigarette-makers the costs of Medicaid
and other public health care associated with
smoking, Donahue predicted other industries
will be next — from distillers, for alcoholism's costs, to grocers for their contribution
to garbage.
Besides Florida, which filed suit in February seeking $1.43 billion, the states that have
gone to court are Mississippi, West Virginia
and Minnesota. Though none of the cases is
expected to come to trial this year, nearly
every month brings a hearing somewhere.
• As the four states cooperate on their legal
actions, they say others may join the fray.
"We've been in touch with many, many
other states about the possibility of their following suit. ... More than half the states, I'd
say," said Torn Pursell, deputy attorney general in Minnesota, where the legal claims
include antitrust violations and conspiracy.
Pursell said evidence indicates some
cigarette-makers conspired to keep a supposedly "safer" product off the market
because other products would be damaged by
comparison — a contention industry representatives vehemently deny.
Besides the state-initiated suits, a new
breed of class actions faces the the industry.
One, filed in New Orleans, may turn out to be
the largest ever lodged, with as many as 60
million plaintiffs.
O See Page 12
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•Renovations...
FROM PAGE 1
Woodrum, and bonding officer
Klint Kelley.
Nevertheless, Paschall said he

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
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Shell

plans to go ahead and begin renovating. Since the project is broken down into individual jobs, he
said he won't have to bid the
project.
"Structurally, we plan to put a
penal code lock steel door
between the kitchen and the
booking area," he said. "We also
will have to take out six beds in
the hallway area."
In addition, he said the jail
needs to be thoroughly cleaned
and painted.
Once renovations are completed, Paschall said the jail
would only be able to hold 19
prisoners.
"We would be able to hold 12
people in the bullpen, two in the

Need lull
color Posters?

hallway and only five in the old
work release area because of the
square footage," he said.
Although the county is seeking
to open the jail as a 12-hour holdover facility, that designation no
longer exists.
"We would have it open as a
12-hour facility under a 96-hour
order," Paschall said. "Even if we
do spend the money and are
denied, this facility can still be
used to hold work release prisoners once the new jail is built.
"Nothing spent will be thrown
away," he said. "We plan to start
renovating right away."
Meanwhile, Paschall is counting on other jails to house Calloway inmates.
"We're doing the best we can
to help Calloway County," said
Marshall County Jailer Herman
Ford. "It works better because we
have the same pre-trial officer for
Marshall and Calloway counties."

Ford said Marshall County currently houses about 19 of Calloway's prisoners.
"I've been holding a considerable amount of prisoners for Calloway and I told Pat I would hold
what I could," Ford said. "This is
the closest place to bring them
and I told him that I could hold
some overnight until he could
find them a bed elsewhere."
McCracken County Jailer Cliff
Gill said it is really no problem
for him to house prisoners from
other counties.
"It causes more problems for
the county sending them because
they have to transport them back
and forth," Gill said. "We can
handle the ones who have already

NEW LOCATION •-•
Dr. James W. Courtney, Optometrist
and Staff
want to introduce

Courtney Vision Center
1208 Johnson Blvd.
759-1429

Dr. James
Courtney
Optometrist

WithlOw Prices Like Ours
You Simply Can't Lose...
WE'LL HELP PUT AN END
TO YOUR "HIGH PRICES"
BLUES!

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at Whitnell

753-4175

A LUNCH BUFFETISONLYAs
GOOD ASINHATtON IL
Gourmet Ingredients In Every Pizza. Gourmet Taste In Every Bite.
The Best Pizza In Town...#0,fed—
i

100% REAL SMOKED PROVOLONE CHEESE Ws all we use, and you
can taste the difference (No plastic cheese here

ORIGINAL GOURMET CRUST
made fresh everyday. (Some
guys don't even make their
dough in the same stale.)

FRESH VEGETABLE TOPPINGS Not canned never
frozen (What a concept.)
GOURMET OUAUTY MEAT TOPPINGS We
use nothing but the best(me other guys use
nothing but the cheapest I

MR. GATTI'S FAMOUS SAUCE
You can taste the 12 herbs
spices and nch tomatoes in
every bite (But you
wont taste them two
hours later )

said he was allotted $105,000 for
medical costs. In the first eight
months of this fiscal year, Gill
said $76,073 was spent on medical costs. For the same period last
fiscal year, $63,928 was spent.
"This year, our daily average
has been 240, compared to 176
Last year," Gill said. "These costs
don't include what the salaries of
a three-day-a-week doctor, fiveday-a-week registered nurse and
eight staff emergency medical
technicians."
For the time period of March 1
to March 30, Calloway County
owes $2,948 to McCracken
County for housing 12 prisoners.
"That is based on $22 per day
per prisoner," Gill said.

•Prisoners•••

•New law...
FROM PAGE 1
grass-roots organizational
activity.
But while candidates don't
have to raise as much, they have
less time to do it. So they have
emphasized areas where they can
reach large numbers of people
quickly — or have simply worked the phones or hired fundraisers instead of spending money
on fund-raising events.
"It may have made campaigning in rural Kentucky as scarce as
hen's teeth," said Donnie
Gedling of Cloverport, a former
state representative and Breckinridge County clerk. He said candidates may think, "The money
is being provided through the
state, so now all we have to look
for is votes, and you dig taters
where taters are."
Likewise, when TV ads
become more frequent, many voters' vidtit see them because it
isn't cost-efficient to buy airtime
in certain areas. For example, the
Cincinnati stations that serve
northern Kentucky charge four
times as much for comparable
time as the station in Paducah
because they have a much larger
audience — most of it in Ohio.
"There are going to be people
who never see one of these
spots," said state Senate President John "Eck" Rose, a Democrat. "It concerns me as a
candidate."

been through the court system
easier."
Gill said once a prisoner is
sentenced, the jail can collect
$23.75 per day if it is a Class D
jail. This would apply to anyone
who has received a sentence of
one to five years in the penitentiary and has been required to
serve that time in the county jail.
"If you have the right class
jail, you can work those prisoners
in various programs," Gill said.
In addition to the cost of transporting prisoners, Calloway is
also responsible for covering any
medical costs.
"Calloway has had two or three
here that have really sucked up
medical expenses," Ford said.
In McCracken County, Gill

by the fiscal court, all vehicles
FROM PAGE 1
must be equipped with security
have had as many housed out as
screens
and two-way radios. In
housed in the jail. We were offiaddition,
the driver of the vehicle
cially only supposed to hold 32."
will be reimbursed for mileage,
The county has fought to keep
in addition to his hourly wage.
the jail open at full capacity since
"I can use any sworn officer to
an order came from Frankfort in
assist with transporting," Paschall
1991 to cut back operations to a
said.
96-hour holdover facility. The
That would include constables,
Department of Corrections issued
sheriff's
deputies and city police
a shutdown order in 1993, which
officers.
the county appealed.
"We are going to try and have
However, Franklin Circuit
someone
here so the arresting
Court Judge Roger Crittenden
officer will only have to wait 15
dismissed the appeals last month
to 20 minutes," Paschall said.
and ordered the county to comply
If an officer from the Murray
with the orders to close the jail.
Police
Department brings in a
The fiscal court voted to close
prisoner
and Paschall has no one
the jail and approved a transporavailable to transport him, Pastation plan last week, which
chall said the police officer
names Paschall as transportation
would have to seek permission
officer.
from the chief before being able
Since there is no longer an
to leave the county.
official jail, the jail employees
"While they are on duty, they
have been designated as guards
can't
leave the city unless their
and will be transporting
position
is covered," Paschall
prisoners.
"Under normal jail operations, said. "The MPD has transported
I have seven employees, not for us in the past, but I can't tell
counting myself," Paschall said. an officer to do it. The officer
"I also have apart-time worker." must OK it with the chief first."
Paschall said city officers have
Paschall said even the two
not been reimbursed in the past
cooks will be responsible for
for transporting prisoners, but
transporting prisoners if the need
that it would be a possibility.
arises.
"I did a survey about a year
"We still have to keep my and a half ago, and it turned out
office open because the officers that for a two-year period, the
will still have to bring in the county was responsible for about
arrested person to do the paper- 8 percent more of the prisoners
work prior to being transported," than the city.
Paschall said. "We have to keep
"The county arrested about 48
records on them."
—fpercant, the city about 40 percent
Once the paperwork is com- and the remainder came from the
pleted, the prisoner will be turned Kentucky State Police, Murray
over to Paschall.
State University Public Safety
"We have five vehicles count- and other agencies," Paschall
ing mine that can be used," Pas- said. "That is about equal for the
chall said. "I'm thinking that we city and county."
might have to hire about two
However, Paschall said he
more people to assist in trans- thinks the closing of the jail
could have an impact on the
porting the prisoners."
In addition to transporting the number of arrests.
"I can see more citations writprisoners after they are arrested,
Calloway County is also respon- ten rather than arrests," Paschall
sible for making sure the inmates said.
Law enforcement officers have
are brought back for court
pledged to continue making
appearances.
According to the plan approved arrests — regardless of whether

there is a local jail to hold the
prisoners.
"We will still make arrests as
needed," said MPD Chief David
Smith. "We have been advised
that it may involve a short wait,
but Pat seemed to think that there
would be adequate staff. I don't
see us having to get into a situation where we would have to
transport."
Calloway Sheriff Stan Scott
has worked closely with Paschall
in the past, since the responsibility of transporting prisoners falls
on the county.
"We don't anticipate slowing
down what we're doing," Scott
said. "I'm sure that there will be
times when the jail won't have
enough personnel to move everybody and we may have to assist."
However, Scott said that he has
to be careful not to get in a situation where he or his deputies go
very far.
"That would make us short on
manpower," he said. "But once
the prisoners are arrested and
taken to the jail for paperwork,
the responsibility falls on the
county and we have to deal with
it."
Scott said he plans to assist
Paschall in any way possible to
make transporting easy.
Because Calloway does not
have any type of holding place,
as soon as the prisoner is arrested
and turned over to the county, he
has to be transported.
"I think we will be able to
handle transporting on a routine
basis, but I can see a whole new
ballgame on rule day at Circuit
Court," Scott said.
Rule day, which is held every
second and fourth Friday, is the
customary time when anywhere
from 35 to 75 people go before
the Circuit Court judge. In the
past, there have been situations
where up to 16 prisoners have
been brought in at once.
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Transplanting is at top of list
"April is the cruelest month.
Breeding/Lilacs out of the dead
land..." Really?
T.S. Eliot couldn't have been
much of a gardener and still have
written those lines. April is the
delight of gardeners — the month
when spring flowers are in full
bloom and the air is laden with
soft, sweet fragrance. April is
also the busiest month in the
garden.
There are so many things to
do, it is sometimes difficult to
know where to begin. This is true
for me, even though we have had
close to perfect weather for gardening this past March.
It's not that I haven't taken
advantage of the sunny weather. I
have been working out in the
yard. It's just that the more I'm
out in the garden, the more I
decide I want to do.
I can go outside with every
intention of cleaning out old
flower beds or turning over a bed
in the vegetable garden, and
instead, wind up putting in. a new
flower bed. I like to think that
this happens because I'm inspired
by working outside, but I'm not
entirely certain that I'm not also
avoiding some of the work I
enjoy less. Such are the hazards
of gardening.
I do enjoy transplanting and
April is one of the primary
months to do it in. If you move
plants in cooler weather, they'll
have a chance to recover from the
transplant shock before hot
weather sets in.
Shurbs, trees, and especially
bare-toot roses, need to get in the
ground before mid-month. I'm
expecting a couple of boxes of
bare-root roses via UPS this week
and Plan to get the plants in the
ground (in the new bed, of
course), soon after they're

Mow It. Rake It. Bale It.
Wrap It. i 1 e It. Feed It.
_..!., Id 4

Growing In
the Garden
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By Cathleen Pease
delivered.
Perennials should be divided
this month. I have a friend who
has managed to turn this chore
into a pleasant experience. She
invites gardening friends to her
garden and, shovel in hand, gives
a tour of the garden. She digs up
generous clumps of any plant that
needs to be divided. Her friends
return home with trunkloads of
daylillies, irises, hostas, fibrous
begonias, daisies and more.
Her plants have room to grow
and she doesn't have to find a
place in her garden to plant
healthy divisions she really
doesn't have room for. She has
turned what can be a solitary and
tedious chore into an opportunity
to spend a little time in the garden with a friend.
If you decide you need more
plants this year (and what gardener doesn't), you'll find the best
selection of plants at local nurseries this month. Look for healthy
vigorous plants — not necessarily
the ones that are in full bloom.
Often the plants that are blooming are root-bound in the pot and
will suffer much more transplant
shock than a smaller specimen.
Last, and definitely least to me,
if you finish all -yikur Pianting you
can work on your lawn. If your
lawn Is important to you, fertilize
it and re-seed any bare spots this
month.
I'll be too busy planting
flowers.
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Leroy Todd of Almo recently placed third in Kentucky In the Irrigated category
of the National Corn Growers Association yield contest Todd achieved a
corn yield of 167.9330 bushels per acre with his entry of Northrup King N8811.
Todd was presented with an award for his achievement at the National Corn
Growers Association convention held In February In Nashville. Pictured are
Dr. David Uhr (left), Northrup King corn breeder, and Johnny Bruff, Northrup
King regional sales manager. In front, Northrup King seed dealers Randy and
Rita Gun of Puryear, Tennessee congratulate Leroy Todd.

Bull sale set for April 4
Murray State University Department of Agriculture will host the
fourth annual Bull Test Sale on
Tuesday, April 4 at the West Kentucky Exposition Center. The sale
of bulls will begin at 6:30 p.m.,
immediately followed by a replacement heifer sale.
Herdsmen will be able to select
high growth, calving ease bulls for
their production stock from a lot of
42 bulls, representing six popular
breeds. Offered for sale are: Gelbvieh (19), Simmental(3), Charolais
(3), Angus(14), Limousin (2) and
Brainivieh (1).

A total of 120 replacement heifers will be sold in lots of five.
Health certificates, as well as
charted pelvic measurements and
track scores will be available on
each animal. Dr. Jim Davis, professor of agriculture, says this sale
provides cattlement from the fourstate area an excellent opportunity
to purchase stock for their herds
which are selected for maximum
replacement efficiency.
The Expo Center is located near
the Murray State University campus, on College Farm Road. For
more information call (502) 7626930 or 762-6072.
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Rueted,disc-snk Gator Mowers and
Slower/Conditioners cut it down
i.rom wet. stringy hay to tire ant hills
Plus, Vermeer has a wide assornnent of
BiE R-23 TwinRakes hydraulically
sweep fields clean and adjust windrow bale rooters, bale busters, trailers and
widths to match your pickup perfectly feeders to handle and feed it out.
New "K" Balers roll up those famous The World Heavyweight Champion. And
World Heavyweight Champion bales. the One-Man Hay Severn. Ordyfrom
enneer. Interested? Call today.
Special Super -r Balers help you
produce quality high-moisture silage Cr
smaller. more manageable bales
And Sane Wrappers help you to seal in
the freshness and improve the nutntionai
value of your forage feed
4 M 4bout

Owner: Brod Reckl‘cic
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REDDICK FARMS & EQUIPMENT
Rt. 1, Bardwell, KY. • (502) 828-3188 • 628-3611 • 628-5449

Support our farmers
0

PRICES EFFECTIVE APRIL 3 THRU 6,-1995

,
AT RITE AID!

Office to accept requests
The Calloway County Conservation District will be accepting requests for cost-share funding under
the Kentucky Soil Erosion and
Water Quality Cost-Share Program
beginning April 3 and extending
through April 28.
The Kentucky Soil Erosion and
Water Quality Cost-Share Program
was created to help agricultural
operations protect the soil and water
resources of Kentucky. This program is a result of House Bill 377
which was passed in the 1994
General Assembly.
This bill established annual costshare funds to be administered by
Conservation
Districts,
with
priority given to animal waste re-
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lated problems and Agricultural
District participants where pollution
problems have been identified. Initial funding for the program will be
provided by the Kentucky Department of Agriculture.

PHARMACY

Funding for practices will be
approved by the Soil and Water
Conservation Commission at the
Kentucky Division of Conservation, located in Frankfort, as funds
are available.

HERSHEY'S PASTEL KISSES
REESE'S PASTEL MINIATURES 14 oz.
REESE'S PEANUT
BUTTER EGGS

For more information stop by the
Conservation District office located
at 201 Johnny Robertson Road,
Monday through Thursday from
7:30 a.m.to 5 p.m. and Friday from
7 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Purchase the featured
items in our catalog
and receive a check
for over $95 in money
saving rebates.
One form, One check,
It's really that easy!

EASTER
BASKETS
Assorted Colors & Styles

11.4 oz.

Burley farmers optimistic
Tobacco companies wanted burley tobacco this year. They even
bought out surpluses from previous
years.
The crop was good, as were the
prices farmers got. The amount
farmers can grow next season has
been increased by 1.2 percent and
the average support price will rise
1.1 cents to $172.50 per 100
pounds.
And the change to a Congress
controlled by Republicans has
quieted talk of more tobacco taxes
and regulations.
"I think the optimism carried
right on through this crop and is
carried over to next year," said Fred
Serra], operator of New Burley
Warehouse in Greeneville, Tenn.
"The demand for this commodity
is up."
This season, the average price
was $184 per 100 pounds, compared to $180 the previous year.
About 35 to 40 percent of the
crop went to the government pool
the previous season. This year, that
was 5 percent, according to William
Myers, president of Burley Stabilization Corp. in Knoxville.
"The companies needed tobacco
this year," he said. "It just kind of
gelled this year."

Tobacco companies also agreed
to buy 700 million pounds of surplus burley and flue-cured tobacco in
government pools.
Despite the good year, tobacco
wasn't Tennessee's top cash crop
like it had _been the three years
previous.
"It turned out very well, but the
top cash crop was cotton," said
Mark Harris, deputy state statistician for the Tennessee Agriculture
Statistics Service.
Cotton, which was valued at
$311.6 million, had strong prices
and high yields. Tobacco was second, valued at $255.3 million, with
burley accounting for $204.5 million of that.

MAGIC COLORING TUBES,
COLORS GALORE
OR COLOR CUPS
EGG DECORATING KITS

129
HERSHEY'S
EGGS
SOLID MILK CHOCOLATE
8 oz.

SUAVE

The surplus buyout coupled with
the increase in quota will stabilize
the industry, Serral said. Some older
farmers retired last year because the
market had not done well the previous year, he said.
"It's easier to make plans when
you're looking at an increase in
quota," Serral said.

BAYER
ASPIRIN
24 Tablets

SHAMPOO OR
CONDITIONER
22.5 oz.,
Hair Spray 10.5 oz.
Mousse 7.5 oz.

CREST
,
COMPLETE
TOOTHBRUSH
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Officials in the industry were
optimistic from the beginning of the
selling season, which began in late
November. Many pointed to the
elections earlier that month.
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WASHINGTON TODAY

History indicates
endorsements help,
but they don't win
By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent
WASHINGTON (AP) — In the campaign for big-name Republican endorsements for the White House, Sen. Bob Dole is the landslide leader. The last challenger with so many pre-season backers
was Edmund S. Muskie.
The political history lesson is that endorsements can help, but
they don't win. When Muskie slumped from Democratic frontrunner to also-ran in 1972, his early allies couldn't do a thing for
him.
Dole knows that record. He's seen 35 years of national campaigns, is running in his fourth, three for presidential nominations,
one as vice presidential nominee. What really counts comes after
-the endorsement show, when it's time to follow up public support
with organizational backing, networking, and fund-raising help.
-

Politicians are like that
One reason I chose to go into
journalism when the time came
for me to change careers was that
it would give me a chance to rub
elbows occasionally with the
movers and shakers in
government.
That happened last week when
John "Eck" Rose came to town.
(By the way, in the midst of all
the hubbub, I forgot to ask him
the most important John "Eck"
Rose question burning on the
minds of Kentuckians these days,
the question more people want
answered and fewer people know:
What the heck does "Eck" mean,
and why does he continue to use
it? Someday. I'll learn not to
forget the really, important stuff.)
Rose probably won't be the
next governor of Kentucky. He
got started late and hasn't raised
enough money and not enough
people recognize him as a candidate for governor.
Right now, he is running third
behind Paul Patton and Bob Babbage in just about every way you
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And of course, he was willing,
even eager, to answer them.
Politicians are like that when
they're running for office.
Rose and I talked about several
issues of state and local importance. I asked him questions and
he gave me answers that sounded
as sincere and spontaneous when
he gave them to me as they did
when he gave them to all the
other reporters who asked roughly the same thing.
Of course, some of the answers
just roughly fit the questions I
asked.

might care to measure the Democratic primary race, including as
a beauty contest.
Let's be honest here, the man
is not pretty. ("Eck" as a nickname might well be a descriptive
term. I just don't know.)
With his running mate, Denise
Harper Angel — a nice-looking
woman, but not quite handsome
enough to offset Rose — the ticket has already been dubbed by
political pundits as "Beauty and
the Beast."
But even if Rose loses, he is
still the president of the Kentucky Senate, and I got to meet him
and talk to him and ask him
questions.

Politicians are like that, too,
when they're running for office.
Many of the answers they give
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Dole, the Senate majority leaderris- the favorite in the polls, the
man with the contacts, the former party chairman, the best known
figure in the growing GOP field.

are carefully rehearsed, broad
generalities that come close to
answering any question that
might be asked about a specific
topic.
I realized this when I saw Rose
on television later, giving another
reporter word-for-word the same
spontaneous-sounding answers he
gave to me, but to entirely different questions.
Oh well, duped again.
But I can't help it. I just liked
the guy.
Of course, I'll probably like
Patton or Babbage or Forgy if I
get a chance to meet them, too.
Politicians are like that when
they're running for office.
It's too bad more of them
aren't like that all the time.
If they were, government
would be more responsive and
less distant from the citizens it is
supposed to serve.
Campaigns are like that. They
put politicians back in touch with
the people who can put them in
office or send them back home.
That is as it should be.
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He's collecting endorsements o e after another as he nears the
ceremonial sendoff of his third cl for the Republican presidential
nomination on April 10, when 1e announces in Topeka, Kan., what
everyone already nows. He ants to challenge President Clinton
in 1996.

Ladies
April 5,
753-9673

Sen. Phil Gram
s his share of endorsements, collected even
earlier, three senators and two governors among them so far. The
others in the field will have their allies, too. For example, former
Tennessee Gov. Lamar Alexander may well get a boost from
Michigan Gov. John Engler. Gov. Pete Wilson of California is trying to line up colleagues like Gov. William Weld of Massachusetts
and Gov. Christine Whitman of New Jersey to help him.
But there's a certain skepticism about the value of all those
names, even from one of them, Sen. Judd Gregg of New Hampshire, latest party figure to declare his support for Dole.
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"My view of endorsements is that they are of marginal value,"
Gregg said in an interview. In New Hampshire, where the opening
presidential primary will be held next Feb. 20, Gregg said voters
want to see and hear candidates before choosing one, and support is
not transferrable.
"We'll work organizationally," he said. "We can turn out the
crowds, but Bob's got to sign them up. It got to be the message that
he has that excites them."
While he's pushing Dole, his colleague, Sen. Bob Smith, has
come out for Sen. Phil Gramm of Texas. "It's a plus for Gramm,"
said Gregg. "It helps Phil organizationally." Smith has a strong
• following among conservative Republicans, and he'll be on the
ticket campaigning for a new term himself in 1996.
Dole also got an organizational lift with the endorsements of
Gov. Terry Branstad and Sen. Charles Grassley of Iowa, which
holds its presidential caucuses eight days before the New Hampshire vote. Dole won there in 1988, and is the early favorite to
repeat.
He's got big state governors on his side, too, in New York and
Ohio, for example, with more coming. Dole said Ohio is a big one,
and Gov. George Voinovich says his mission is to deliver it for
him. Sen. Alfonse D'Amato of New York is turning his endorsement into tactical help — and drawing complaints for a plan to use
the state's intricate petition system to guarantee Dole the delegates
in the biggest of the early primaries. The night Dole formally
announces, D'Amato and Gov. George Patalci are helping him raise
campaign funds in New York City.
For all that, it's early, very early. Muskie's organization lined up
endorsers during the summer of 1971, and staged their announcements during the fall, closer to primary time. The Republican
endorsements are coming months sooner.
In Gregg's view, lesser known competitors, "what you might
call the asterisk candidates" get more out of endorsements than the
established entries. "For a person who is already a national figure
like Bob Dole or Phil Gramm, it gives you some press for a day or
so," he said.
Those notices will be faded clippings when the primary voting
begins next winter. That's when the commitment behind this
spring's -endorsements will get the real test.
EDITOR'S NOTE — Walter R. Mears, vice president and
columnist for The Associated Press, has reported on Washington and national politics for more than 30 years.

Attention Washington!
PRESIDENT BILL CLINTON
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20500
REP. ED WHTTFIELD

202-225-3115 (Washington)

H.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510

202-224.4343 (Washington)

I15. SEN. MITCH MeCONNELL
120 Russell Senatt *Office Building, Washington D.C, 20310
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)
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Patton on TV:

Ads feature top issues
Details of two television ads
by Lt. Gov. Paul Patton, Democratic candidate for governor.
Commercial: "Name." 30
seconds.
Consultant: Squier Knapp Ochs
Communications, Washington,
D.C.
Content:
Patton, speaking to camera:
"When I became lieutenant governor, unemployment in Kentucky was above 7 percent. Three
years later, it was less than 5."
Announcer: "Patton's jobs
program brought Gallatin Steel to
northern Kentucky, International
Paper to Bowling Green, Douglas
Autotech to western Kentucky.
And Patton's work kept GE at
Appliance Park."
Patton: "I'll go any place, talk
to anybody at any time — if it
means jobs in Kentucky."
Announcer: "Paul Patton.
Making Kentucky work. For us."
Analysis:
Economic development is Patton's most passionate subject and
one on which he has a record. He
doubled as secretary of the Economic Development Cabinet for
the first 16 months of Gov. Brereton Jones' administration.
This commercial uses a familiar technique, alternating shots of
the candidate in appropriate,
industrial settings with quick
flashes of newspaper headlines to
buttress the main points. Patton
speaks to the camera in the opening and closing shots; the
announcer takes over in between.
Kentucky's unemployment rate
was 7.4 percent in December
1991, when Patton and Jones
took office, and 4.4 percent in
December 1994. The rates are not

two uniformed guards, on hands
and knees, are shown scrubbing a
floor. They appear to be in
barracks.)

CAPITOL IDEAS

"Violent juveniles are punished as adults. (Cell door
closes.)

Charles Wolfe
An Associated Press News Analysts
directly comparable because the
government's methodology for
calculating unemployment
changed in 1993. However, no
one disputes that the rate has
declined substantially.
Patton favors using tax credits
and other government incentives
to recruit industry. Gallatin Steel
was the first of three heavy manufacturers that chose Gallatin
County for plant sites because of
the Kentucky Rural Economic
Development Act — KREDA —
passed in 1991. The companies
qualified for incentives because
of the county's chronically high
unemployment rate.
International Paper's label
plant in Bowling Green was
financed with the help of a $39
million KREDA bond issue. State
bonds also helped -finance Douglas Autotech's steering column

factory in Hopkinsville. The state
granted General Electric $19 million in income-tax credits to
upgrade its washing-machine
plant at Appliance Park in Jefferson County.
Commercial: "Friends."
Consultant: Squier Knapp Ochs
Communications, Washington,
D.C.
Content:
Patton, addressing small group:
"When a juvenile gets out of a
detention camp and comes back
to his school, he needs to be telling his friends that's not a place
you want to go back to."
Announcer: "Paul Patton's
plan to get tough on juvenile
crime:
"Juvenile offenders go to boot
camp. (Inmates, under watch of

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following,,
guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not be.
m(re than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and double-spaced
if possible. We reserve the right to condense Or reject any letter and to

limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

"Drug dogs. (A leashed German shepherd enters a building.)
"Locker searches. (The door
of a wall locker, apparently in a
school, is opened to reveal a
handgun.)
"Curfews. (Police cruisers
whiz by, lights flashing.)
"And hard labor for Kentucky
prisoners.(A prisoner totes wood
past a uniformed guard.)
"Justice in Kentucky should
be sure and swift. Paul Patton.
Making Kentucky work."
Analysis:
It's a requisite for a gubernatorial candidate — being tough
on crime. There is nothing soft or
subtle about the proposals and
images in this commercial, but it
is one-dimensional. In other forums, Patton says the family is
primarily responsible for the
child and that his plan for cutting
juvenile crime would include various kinds of assistance to families. The commercial may suggest
that juvenile offenders would be
sent to boot camps indiscriminately, but Patton has specified
boot camps for juveniles who sell
drugs. He also said he would use
"every reasonable means, from
drug-sniffing dogs to undercover
police officers," to rid schools of
drugs.
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TODAY
Tee-off Coffee Wednesday

CALENDAR

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
CHARLES AND CHERYL CLARK of 1305 Story Ave., Murray, are the winners of the Free Weekend Getaway to the Music
Capitol of the USA, Branson, Mo., in the promotion by the Murray Ledger & Times. Their names were drawn at 5 p.m. Friday,
March 31, the closing date of the special promotion. The prizes
include two tickets to the Shoji Tabuchi Theatre,.two nights'
lodging at Queen Anne Motel, two tickets to Ride the Ducks
Scenic Tours, Pump Boys and Dinettes Dinner Theatre for two,
and dining for two at Dimitri's Restaurant. Walter Apperson,
publisher, extends congratulations to the Clarks and expressed
his appreciation to the many individuals who entered the contest.

Concerned Citizens will meet
Concerned Citizens of Calloway County will hold a regular meetong tonight(Monday) at 7:30 p.m. in the basement meeting room of
Weaks Community Center. Members should note the change in
meeting place and time. This is a non-partisan organization open to
all citizens of Calloway County. The group meets regularly to discuss issues of local interest. For more information call Ella Van Tidwell at 753-5308.

Breast Cancer Support Group to meet
Breast Cancer Support Group will meet Thursday, April 6, at 7
p.m. in the board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For
more information call Nancy Rose R.N. at 762-1389.

Singles (SOS) plan events

BETTY SCOTT photo

Murray Country Club Ladies Golf Committee will host a tee-off coffee
on Wednesday, April 5, at 9:30 a.m. at the club .house. A business
meeting will include making plans for the year and collection of dues.
Refreshments will be served. Golf Committee members are, from left,
Veneta Sexton, Rowena Cullom, Frances Hulse, secretary, Ann Brown,
Rebecca West, Edith Garrison, Nancy Haverstock, treasurer, Margaret
Shuffett, Anna H. Adams, co-chairmen, Peggy Shoemaker and Norma
Frank, and not pictured, Betty Scott, photographer. Ladies wishing to
play 9 or 18 holes and beginners are encouraged to attend.

Faculty member Kane
will give voice recital

Susan Kane, a new member of
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will have activities on Tuesthe voice faculty at Murray State
day, April 4, and Thursday, April 6. The SOS will meet Tuesday at
University, will present a recital
7 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce Centre with Gary Long to share his
on Wednesday, April 5, at 8 p.m.
Confederate brand of Div ii War Re-enacting. On Thursday the SOS
at Farrell Recital Hall, Doyle
will meet for dinner at Sporty's Restaurant and then to play pool.
Fine Arts Center, MSU.
The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social
Her recital will honor French
group for singleadults, whether always single, separated, divorced- art soneand
— its relationship to
or widowed. For more information call Jeanne, 753-0224, or Pamela,
paintings of the time. The songs
•
753-8863.
'And paintings range -from the late
romantic period (around 1825) to
Oaks ladies' bridge on Wednesday
the 20th century (around 1925).
The recital actually will trace the
Ladies of the Oaks Country Club will play bridge on Wednesday,
development of art song and
April 5, at 9:30 a.m. at the club. Hostess will be Pam Kelly,
styles of painting through that
753-9673.
entire century.
Kane will perform the art
Revival planned at church
songs, accompanied by Shirley
Murray Church of God will have a Fellowship revival through
Helm, guest pianist artist. The art
Wednesday, April 5, with services at 7:30 p.m. A different speaker
will be displayed during the perwill be featured at each service. Special singing will be presented.
formance as projected slides.
The pastor, the Rev. James Lipford, and the congregation invite the
Kane has been singing and
public to attend.
teaching in the midwest for the
past 12 years. Her Bachelor of
Story Hours are scheduled
Music is from the University of
Iowa and her Master of Music is
Story Hours will be held at the Calloway County Public Library
from the University of Cinncinon Tuesday and Wednesday, March 7 and 8, according to Sandy
nati College-Conservatory of
and
Twos
are
at
library.
Parents
director
for
the
services
Linn, youth
Music where she is currently
9:30 a.m. and Story Hours at 10:30 a.m. on both days. For more
working on her doctorate. She
information call the library at 753-2288.
has sung professionally with the
Chicago Symphony Chorus, Lyric
Need Line lists pantry needs
Opera Cleveland and the Vocal
Items are needed for the pantry at Murray-Calloway County Need
Arts Ensemble of Cincinnati. Her
Line to fill the food sacks for clients needing assistance. Needed are
duties at MSU include teaching
instant milk, tuna, spaghetti sauce, cooking oill and peanut butter.
These may be taken to the Need Line office on bottom floor of
Weaks Community Center between the hours of 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, or call 753-6333.
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Susan Kane
studio voice and music education
courses.
Pianist Helm received her
Bachelor of Music in Piano from
the University of Wisconsin at
Madison and her Master of Music
in Accompanying from the University of Cinncinnati CollegeConservatory of Music. She has
served on the faculty at New
York State Summer School of the
Arts for the past five summers.
She is working as a free-lance
pianist in Cincinnati.

Culver elected leader

Lynn Grove revival scheduled
Lynn Grove United Methodist Church will have revival services
through Friday, April 7. Services will be at 7:30 each evening with
the Rev. Paul Peck as evangelist. Judy Kelso, music director, said
special music is planned featuring Linda and Jimmy Wilson on Monday, and Potter's Clay from Melber on Friday. The Rev. Charles
McKenzie, pastor, invites the public to attend.

Genealogical meeting Tuesday
Calloway County Genealogical Society will meet fuesday, April
4, at 2:30 p.m. in the Annex of Calloway County Public Library.
Each member is asked to bring a keepsake. All members and interested persons are invited to attend, according to Rena Solomon,
president.

Tax service available for Seniors
Douthitt, retired accountant, and Thomas Hopkins will be
filing .;.,oine tax returns for Senior Citizens at Glendale Road
Church of Christ building every Tuesday through April 11. This service is free. Seniors may call 753-3714 for an appointment.

Aluminum cans needed at W.A.T.C.H.
Aluminum cans are needed by the clients of W.A.T.C.H. (work activities training center for the handicapped). These may be taken
to the center during opening hours, 7:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m., Monday
through Friday, or may be left at the side of the building after closing hours. For pickup of cans in the city limits, call 759-1965.

TOPS # KY 495 Hardin Chapter has elected new officers for
the new year starting April 1.
They are Gloria Culver, leader;
Patty Copeland, co-leader; Valor-

Camera Club
photographs
are on display
Murray-Calloway County
Camera Club has a new exhibit at
J.T. Lee, Jeweler store in Dixieland Cneter. This exhibit features
favorite prints of the members.
Lee and the club members
invite the public to come by and
view the new prints. This is a
rotating display which is changed
every three months.
The club meets the first Monday of each month at 7 p.m. at
Calloway County Public Library.
Anyone interested in photography
is invited to attend. For information, contact Bob Madson, president, at 753-4574.

Pieri imports

McDONALD'STPA FAMILY NIGHT SPECIAL

BVDAL

OUR 20 PIECE McNUGGET IS ONLY

PaCfsTRY

$2.99

Pier 1 Imports is
pleased to have Elizabeth
Fain Darnall, bride-elect
of Timothy Anderson,
join our bridal registry by
decorative
choosing
accessories.
University Plaza • Chestnut St.
753-1851
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TUESDAY NIGHT 4 P.M. TIL CLOSE

Limit 3 Per Order
So Bring The Family In And Enjoy
Our Famous McNuggets At A Special Price.
FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY'

Tuesday, April 4
Monday, April 3
Hardin TOPS Chapterg p m /Hardin
Murray-Calloway County Camera
Library_
Club/7 p.m./Calloway County Public
Library.
Murray Moos. Lodge events include
Parents Anonymous/6 p m.
election of officers/3-7 p m.; officers
Info/753-0082.
meeting/7 p.m.; regular meeting/7 p m
Missions Training for Baptist WMU
First Christian Church events include
Waders/7-9 p.m./High Point Baptist
CWF Group 11/10:30 a m /Log Cabin
Church, Mayfield.
Restaurant.
South Pleasant Grove United
First Presbyterian Church events
Methodist Church Women/7 p.m.
include College Fellowship/7 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church events
First United Methodist Church events
include Cub Scouts/6 p.m.
include UMW Executive meeting/9
First United Methodist Church events
a.m.; Quitters in Social Hall/9:30 a.m
include Reach-Out Callers 1/4 p.m.
Disciple II Bible Study/6 p.m.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
First Baptist Church events include
Accepted Masons/7:30 p.m./lodge hall.
Mothers' Day OutA3 am. and 3 p.m.,
Prepared Childbirth Class/7-9
General WMU/9:30 a.m.; Dorothy
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Group/11 a.m./Jo Oakley; Lottie Moon
Hospital
Group/11 a.m. at church; Kathleen
Jones/2 p.m./Lucille Thurman; Bea
AA and Al-Anon closed discussion
Walker Group/7 p.m./Jean Johnston.
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion BuildGrace Baptist Church events include
ing, South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Library open/10-11:30 a.m.
Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
St. John Episcopal Church events
YMCA events include Beginning
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.
Slide/5 p.m./University Branch.
St. Leo Catholic Church events
Info/759-9622 or 759-9699.
include Weigh to Win/10:30 a.m. and
Tuesday, April 4
6:30 p.m.; MSU Bible Study/8:15 p.m.
Calloway County Genealogical
Murray-Calloway County Shared
Society/2:30 p.m./Annex of Calloway
Care Adult Day Center open 7:30
County Public Library.
a.m.-4 Rm. Info/753-0576.
Singles Organizational Society
Recital by Stephen Keene, tenor, and
(SOS)/7 p.m./Chamber of Commerce.
Ronnie Payton, saxophone/8
Info/Jeanne, 753-0224 or Linda,
p.m./Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Arts
437-4144.
Kappa Department of Murray
Center, Murray State. No admission
Woman's Club's meeting changed to
Seminar on 'Survival Strategies for
April 11.
African American Women -/3:30
Calloway County Public Library
p.m./Curris Center Theatre. Sponevents include Parents and Twos/9:30
sored by MSU Women's Center.
a.m. and Story Hour/10:30 a.m.
Free blood pressure checks/noon-2
p.m./Murray Seventh-day Adventist L.
We are pleased to
Church.
announce that
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
Emily Mohan,
Hospital/Puryear
County
bride-elect of
Center/8:30-11:30 a.m., Rainey's
Alan Millar,
Grocery at Jones Mills/1-2:30 p.m.
Cancer Support Group/3
has selected
p.m./Education Unit of Murrayher stoneware
Calloway .County Hospfral.
and decorative
Info/762-1100.
accessories from
Murray-.0pifints ---Citib/6-:30-bridal registry,
Olt
•
p.m./Christopher's Restaurant.
and Alan
EmNy
Coffee Break/9:30 a.m./Martin's
will be married
Chapel United Methodist Church.
May 13, 1995.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
Murray TOPS Club, Kentucky 434,
First Presbyterian Church/6 p.m.
Dexter/senior activities/9:30
1100 Chestnut St.
75 3-1 1 33
a.m./Dexter Center.
I
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Alcoholics Anonymous/open
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Hall,
South Sixth and Maple Streets, Murray. Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
Cancer Support Group/3 p.m./private
dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Info/762-1100.

ie Hunt, secretary; Rita McNabb,
treasurer; Dina Duncan, weight
recorder; Irene Henderson, assistant weight recorder.
Judy Atkins and Maybele
Greer were appointed as postal
persons.
The chapter congratulates Irene
Henderson, Doris Duncan and
Maxine Jones on reaching their
goals and K.I.W. status.
The chapter meets each Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the Hardin
Library. All members and interested persons are invited.

PROTECT
YOURSELF.. .

Pieriimports.
BRIDAL
REG'SPRY *-`4•di

Pier 1 Imports is pleased to
have Shannon Stroud,
bride-elect of Jody Savers,
join our bridal registry by
choosing pottery and decorative accessories.

MAYFIELD & MURRAY STORES ONLY!

And it's informative! For more
information, call me.

41
,4. mA RY KAY.
FAcE-TO-FACE BEAUTY ADVICE'

Susan Cunningham
Independent Beauty Consultant
Sales Director

University Plaza • Chestnut St.
753-1851

753-2207
Career Opportunity
Available

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For Your Convenience Now Offers

UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday-Friday
Ship Weekly & Save Money
N1-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
751-2380
Hwy. 641 N. Olympic Plaza

UPS

In its pure state, iron is
silvery white.

4 ittOrS
CARPET & FL OR COVERING
753-7728
Anniversary Sale
Special prices on carpets from each line we carry, in,
cluding X-Tra Life Dupont Stainm'aster carpets. Over 25
years installation experience. We stand behind our work.
Hwy 641 - 1 1/2 miles south of Murray
to Tom Taylor Rd., right 1500 yards

McDonald S
is
I„

And those you care
about by exposing them to the
beneficial effects of the
Skin Wellness Program — a public
service skin cancer awareness
and prevention program. It's FREE!

Special Prices April 1st
through May 15th

Murray
Tom Taylor Rd
0
Knight's

Hazel KY

6
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SPORTS

HAMBURG, Germany (AP) — A
III
judge today rejected a request to jail
the man convicted of stabbing tennis
star Monica Seles. Judge Gertraut
Goering accepted testimony by police
officers and psychiatrists who said
that, aside from his fixation on Graf,
Parche was harmless.

• BASKETBALL: Men s NCAA Championship Sealtle
Arkansas vs UCLA — 740 pm

te
re
de
Pt

NCAA TOURNAMENT

di

Arkansas, UCLA battle for the title
By STEVE WILSTEIN
AP Sports Writer
SEATTLE (AP) — After three
weeks of one of the greatest tournaments in NCAA history,
tonight's title game between
defending champion Arkansas
and all-time champion UCLA has
a classic quality about it.
Arkansas started the season as
No. 1, UCLA finished in that
spot, and each is playing with the
speed, intelligence and intensity
of a team a notch above everyone
else.

President Clinton, who cheered
on the Razorbacks last year in
Charlotte, N.C., will be rooting
for them this time back home in
Little Rock, Ark. The Bruins,
meanwhile, expect a visit by the
man closest to basketball royalty,
10-time championship coach John
Wooden, as they go after their
19th straight victory.
Arkansas has future NBA star
prospects in Corliss Williamson
and Scotty Thurman, Clint
McDaniel and Corey Beck.
UCLA has Ed and Charles

Wooden to visit Bruins
O'Bannon, Tyus Edney, Toby
Bailey and Cameron Dollar.
"It'll be a great basketball
game, absolutely great," Arkansas coach Nolan Richardson said.
"You're talking about the No.
team in the country and the
defending national, champions.
"I love that. I'd rather be,
right now, the defending national
champions than the No. 1 team.

We're still undefeated in NCAA
play in the last two years, and
they've got to dethrone us."
As different as Richardson and
UCLA coach Jim Harrick are in
style and temperament, they share
a similarity in the way they get
the most of out their players and
the kinds of programs they run.
And both have drawn on the
legacy of Wooden, who at 84 will

be retuning to the Final Four for
the first time since his wife died
after their last visit in Seattle in
1985.
"I don't personally know
Coach Wooden, but I copied a lot
of things that Coach Wooden
did," Richardson said. "I
thought the greatest gift that
Coach Wooden had — I knew
some of his players back in my
day — is that he was a master at
solving problems. I always considered Coach Wooden as a
coach that got the maximum

without strings attached to his
players."
Richardson spoke of how
Wooden paved the way for colleges recruiting players nationally
and how he often came up with
unorthodox solutions to other
teams' strategies.
"One time, I remember when 1
was a high school coach, a guy
was criticizing (Wooden) because
he had Lew Alcindor guarding
the ball out of bounds," Richard11 See Page 7

Sides assessing losses
as baseball fight ends
Money still
cental-issue

AP tile photo

Boston pitcher Roger Clemens (left) is one of more than 1,000 major league baseball players who will be
returning to work after the baseball dispute ended this weekend. Opening day has been moved to April 26 to
allow for three weeks of spring training.

By RONALD BLUM
AP Sports Writer
only
.
--The
CHICAGO (AP)‘
winners in the baseball strike
were the lawyers, and even that's
not so clear.
Owners lost about $800 million
in revenue, and that may climb if
fans don't return for the rest of
the season.
Players lost about $350 million
in salary, and that doesn't include
the decrease that will be felt by
the 833 unsigned roster players
and more than 100 free agents.
"There's a lot of hurt. There's
a lot of economic damage that
has to be repaired," acting commissioner Bud Selig said Sunday
night in announcing the end of

Arms dominate;'Breds take two
Walker, Rider
run past Goys
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
Austin Peay's pitching proved
.to be too much for the 'Breds to
overcome on Sunday.
Luckily, it was a dose of their
own medicine.
On Saturday, two Murray State
pitchers dominated Austin Peay
hitters as the 'Breds picked up a
pair o key Ohio Valley Conference wins. But Austin Peay
turned the tables in Sunday's

'BREDS BASEBALL
finale, beating MSU 7-2.
"We played well all weekend,"
MSU head coach Mike Thieke
said of the 2-1 series win over
the defending OVC champions.
"We played good defense and got
good pitching from most of our
pitchers."
On Saturday at Reagan Field,
MSU starters Jason Walker and
Aaron Rider each went the distance to lead the 'Breds to a pair
of wins. Paced by Darryl Marshall's two-run homer, MSU won
the first game 7-0. Rider limited
the Governors to five hits over
seven innings in the second game

to lift MSU to a 7-3 victory.
Murray State (11-19) is now
3-3 in the OVC, trailing Middle
Tennessee and Morehead, each
with five wins.
"This (weekend) was a big step
for us. We were in position to
take all three," said Thieke, in his
second year. "This club is making
strides."
Austin Peay's Steve Cornelison
kept the 'Breds from winning
their fourth in a row Sunday,
going seven and two-thirds
innings and limiting MSU to
seven hits.
"You have to tip your hat to
their pitcher," Thieke said. "He
wouldn't let us have a big inning.

He made good pitches when he
had to."
Sophomore Adam Wilson took
the loss for the 'Breds, giving up
seven hits in four innings. His
biggest mistake was giving up a
two-run homer to APSU leadoff
hitter Al Bolden in the fourth
inning.
"That changed the game a little
bit," Thieke said of the blast to
right field. "That changed our
approach to offense. We had
battled back to 3-1 and (the home
run) changed the complexion of
the game."

Large-market clubs have the
eight-month work stoppage, the
longest ever in the history of U.S. incentive to push for a deal now,
before the revenue of the 1996
sports.
Baseball still has the same ea), season is damaged. And players
nomic system that was in place have the incentive to get a deal
last Aug. 12, when players before implementation looms
again.
walked out.
Many players, especially veterOwners still can try to impose
a salary cap after this season.
ans, will never play in the majors
Players still can blow up the
again, casualties of the strike.
end of the season and another
Many more, mostly bench players
World Series.
and long relievers, will see their
"I know there's still a lot of
multimillion-dollar salaries drop
uncertainty out there," said
to several hundred thousand
Eugene Orza, the union's No. 2
dollars.
official. "I hope with players
Small clubs were hurt, too. The
owners' revenue sharing agreereturning to the field and getting
ment apparently won't kick in
absorbed in the game again, it
until there's a new labor deal.
actually will in a strange sort of
Clubs for sale, such as the
way invigorate the collective barPittsburgh Pirates and Oakland
gaining process and lead to the
Athletics, also were hurt. The
end of the dispute."
cloud of the uncertain labor situaWith the strike over, owners
tion will decrease the potential
once again need a simply majority (15) to approve a labor agreement instead of 75 percent (21). • See Page 7

Baltimore-based group
fanning boycott flames

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Now
there is nothing left to prove, no
one else to beat.
Through 34 games and 34 victories, Connecticut had to listen
to critics say it wasn't as perfect
as its perfect record. Nothing, it
seemed, was ever good enough.
Nothing short of win No. 35.
And if that isn't good enough,

the Huskies really don't care.
They are the unbeaten national
champions. They have the best
record in the history of NCAA
Division I basketball — for men
or women. They were the team
who got a call from President
Clinton on Sunday.
At last, with their 70-64 victory over No. 3 Tennessee, the
top-ranked Huskies finally have
their answer for anyone who

doubts they are one of the best
teams in the history of the
women's game.
"They can put the excuses
away," player of the year Rebecca Lobo said. "We're 35-0,
we've beaten the second-best
team in the country, and there's
not a single person who can take
that away from us."
Tennessee sure couldn't.
Although Tennessee (34-3), the

LOOSE BRUCE IR. HOTDOG CABOOSE
CABOOSE SPECIAL)

Free Soda With Purchase
Of $2.50 Or More.
•

113LCr
4,-nd

1

North 12th • Boone's Laundry
Mon.-Fri. serving 10a-2:30p

overwhelming preseason No. 1,
decimated the nation's toughest
schedule this season, it lost twice
to Connecticut. The Lady Vols
surrendered the No. 1 ranking to
the Huskies in January, and they
couldn't take it back when it matrod most.
On the verge of tears as the
final seconds ticked away and
again in the post-game news conference, Tennessee coach Pat

Coupon must occoopony order

E xpnos

I /O6

Summitt would not say she
believed the Huskies ranked
among the best women's teams
ever.
"Certainly any team that can
go undefeated in women's
basketball in the 1994-95 season
deserves to be national champions," Summitt said when asked
about Connecticut's place in
history.
Playing its first championship

game against one of the most
storied programs in women's
basketball, Connecticut won
despite potentially paralyzing
foul problems in the first half.
Lobo watched the final 11:58
of the half with three fouls. Point
guard Jennifer Rizzotti, a secondteam All-American, also had
three fouls by halftime. Kara
II See Page 7
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New Sunday Lunch Buffet 11-3 $5.95
Wednesday-Senior's night! Buy one get one free!!
6.95
Thursday Night-'All You Can Eat' Fish Buffet
8.95
Buffet
Friday Night-Our Famous Seafood
8.95
Buffet
Seafood
Saturday Night-Our Famous
5.95
11-3
Buffet
Lunch
Sunday Lunch-Our Grand
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BALTIMORE (AP) — While major league players are back,
some fans say they'll still stay home.
The Baltimore-based group Fan Out America said today that
members still plan to stage a nationwide boycott. The group is
encouraging fans not to attend the first seven days of regular season play to punish players and owners for what the group described
as taking fan loyalty for granted and threatening local economies
by their disputes.
The group still hopes to recruit volunteers to carry out the
boycott.
The effort is led by Ed Bunker, 30, a state health department
worker who has organized his group through the Internet, where he
has plotted strategy and talked to other disgruntled fans.
Fans have responded via electronic mail from across the nation
and even as far away as Canada, Britain and New Zealand. Petition
drives have been organized supporting the boycott in California,
Florida, Maryland and New York.

UConn women silence critics with NCAA crown
By RON LESKO
AP Sports Writer
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Sports Briefs

•Baseball...
FROM PAGE 6
value of those teams.
Most replacement players were
losers, too. The majority never
got to play in regular-season
games and walked off with just
$5,000 in bonus money, missing
the extra $25,000 that was promised if they made it to the bigs.
Players such as Henry Cotto,
Junior Ortiz and Darren Reed,
who probably will remain in the
major leagues this season, forever
tainted themselves in the eyes of
the union by becoming strikebreakers. Many regulars regard
them as traitors. For some pitchers, the uniforms of those players
will say, "Hit Me."
Management's lawyers, Morgan, Lewis & Bockius, probably
have run up more than $14 million in billing since this fight
started in 1992, according to estimates by team officials.
Donald Fehr, the players' leader, held the union together — not
one of the 1,069 players on strike
broke ranks.

MSU TENNIS

Racers sweep Eastern for OVC win
For the third straight time, the Murray State men's tennis
team posted a perfect 7-0 victory over an OVC opponent to
remain atop the conference tennis chart.
Pontus Hiort provided the clinching victory with a 6-2, 6-2
defeat of EKU's Tim Pleasant at the #2 singles position.
"Once again I'm very pleased with our play," coach Mel
Purcell said. "It's great to get another conference win and it
was a good challenge for us leading up to Thursday's showdown with Middle Tennessee."
MSU earned the doubles point as the #2 team of Hiort/
Fredriksson and the #3 team of Rendina/Hawthorne topped
EKU's tandems 8-2 and 8-4, respectively. For Rendina and
Hawthorne, it marked their 15th straight win together this
spring. In singles, the Racers cruised to straight set wins at
all positions except at the top, where Martin Jansson rallied
to earn a three set victory over Matt Smith, 4-6, 6-3, 6-1.
Murray State's next opponent will be defending OVC
champion Middle Tennessee Thursday in Murfreesboro, Tenn.

Lady Racers earn second OVC win
The young Murray State women's tennis team continued to
shine Saturday as they topped Eastern Kentucky 6-3 to
improve to 2-1 in the conference.
The doubles tandem of Cates/Carroll clinched the win for
MSU with a 7-6, 6-1 defeat of EKU's Weis/Vackar team.
"This is a very good win for us," said coach Connie Keasling. "I am extremely proud and happy for Renea (Cates)
and DeAnna (Carroll). They both had to move up two spots
this season and both are really beginning to compete for us."
MSU earned singles victories at the top four positions,
posting straight set wins in three of those contests. In doubles, the freshman team of Martha Zimmer and Larissa
Klinker upped their record to 9-3 this spring with their
eighth straight win.
The Lady Racers will meet Morehead Tuesday at Austin
Peay in Clarksville, Tenn.

I Get Your FREE
I Full Spinal Examination!
I

I 19\IP°.

•'Breds...
FROM PAGE 6
MSU freshman shortstop Craig
Delk and senior outfielder Kent
Leggs each went 4-for-7 over the
weekend, while senior Jason
Karem finished 5-for-9.
The 'Breds travel to Southern
Indiana on Tuesday, before heading to Murfreesboro, Tenn., next
weekend for a key three-game
series with league leader Middle
Tennessee.

•Arkansas, UCLA...
•UConn...

FROM PAGE 6

now a
your bench play aga
pens?
little bit and see wha
don't think
son said.
iloso.
_FROM PAGE 6
_
That. is .exactly,„,what
(Voiideil)eiTerdirlichat every= " phy is."
center who 6-foot-7
Wolters, the
body else was taught. And that's
That idea of throw_ipg fresh -scored 31- points in--Saturday's
'why I thoughL- wow, this guy bodies out onto the court to
semifinal win over Stanford,
here solves problems. He puts
wreak ha-roc on offense and
spent time on the bench with-two
people in the right places. Coachdefense is why Richardson cares
fouls.
solving.
ing is about
less about specific matchups than
Still, Tennessee led just 38-32
"Coaching,, to me, is about
the_ overall intensity of his team.
at halftime.
making kids 'make good deciHarrick's Bruins can run with
The Huskies, who led the
sions. That's what he taught."
any team in the country, as they
nation this season by holding
Wooden also taught his players
proved in their West Regionals
opponents to 31.4 percent shootthe value of the fullcourt press final victory over Connecticut.
ing, limited Tennessee to 39.4
and fastbreak offense, which
But they also can beat teams that
percent in the first half and 36.4
Richardson adopted and turned
try to play a half-court game,
percent for the game.
hell"
of
into his "40 minutes
such as Oklahoma State on
"They gave us very few looks
theory of winning games. Saturday.
at the basket," Summitt said.
Richardson gave some of the creThat versatility also is part of
"Everything we got we had to
dit for that to another former the heritage passed down from
work hard for, and when we got
coaching great, football's Vince
Wooden in many friendly seslooks on the perimeter we
open
Lombardi.
sions with Harrick over the years.
couldn't knock them down."
"He said, 'Fatigue will make
"The biggest thrill at UCLA is
Tennessee had 12 offensive
cowards of us all,"' Richardson
having him in our program," said
in the first half, but just
rebounds
"That's
said, quoting Lombardi.
Harrick, 56. "We want him with
five in the second half as Lobo,
a true statement. So we talked
us. We want him around.
Wolters and Jamelle Elliott took
about 40 minutes of hell, and a
"Certainly it is easy to hide
control
inside. Connecticut outrethat
get
lot of times we don't
from the ghosts and tradition, but
bounded the Lady Vols 25-15
many minutes. Sometimes 10 we want to embrace it and we
after halftime and 43-37 for the
feel very strongly about it. John
minutes of hell is enough.
game.
Wooden and I are very, very
"I am hoping in our game plan
that we are going to work you good friends, other than basketand work you. Now my bench is ball. We have known each other a
going to work: Can you have long time."

I SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By:

Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me for all your family insurance needs.'
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)
5,4,1

.••••

CPX

733-9627
Like a good neighbor.
State Farm is there.
State Farm insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

NBA GLANCE
All Times CDT
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W I.
53 19
-Orlando
47 24
i-New York
Boston
29 43
26 45
Mans
27 45
Ni. Jersey
20 Si
Philadebtaa
18 53
Washington
Central Division
x-intearia
46 26
43 26
1-Charlotte
39 32
x-Cleveland
39 33
x-Chicago
35 37
Atlanta
28 44
IANraukes
26 45
DeWitt
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Divleion
W L
uSan Antonio
52 111
e-Utah
52 21
14ousion
42 29
35 36
Denver
31 39
Daillf
20 52
lAnnesoia
Pacific Division
Is-Seattle
51 20
-Phoen
51 21
1-L A takers
45 26
37 34
Portend
34 37
Secramenio
22 49
Gowen Sim.
LA Clippers
15 58

Pct.
736
662
403
384
375
282
254

GB
—
54
24
25.4
26
32,1
344

639
606
549
542
486
389
366

—
254
CS
7
11
18
194

Pct.
743
712
592
493
443
278

GB
—
l'h
10.4
1754
21
33

718
708
634
521
479
310
705

—

x-cinched playoff berth
Sunday's Games
Detroit 110, Washington 105
New York 04. New Jersey 115
San Antonio 109. Phoenix 106
lite:bans 104, Poniand 93
&Mon 94. Dallas 87
Seattle 105, Atlanta 83
Charlotte 105. Mani 92
Denver 104, Cleveland 101
LA. Laken 119. Orlando 112
Monday's Games
No games scheduled
Tuesdey's Garners
Indiana at Ni. York. 630 pm
PNIadeiplva at Maim, 630 p.m
Boston at Cleveland. 630 p.m.
L A Laker% at Dormer. 8 p m.
Seattle at Utah, 8 pm
Ptioent at Golden Stale. 8 pm
14nriesota at Portland, 9 pm
San Antonio at IA Uppers. 930 pm
Houston at Sacramento. 930 pm
West needay's Games
Chicago al New Jersey. 830 pm
Dimon at Orlando. 6 30 p m.
PNIackeiphia at Charlotte. 630 p rn
Cleveland at Atlanta, 630 pm
Washington at Indiana. 7 30 p rn.
Na. York at Milwaukee 730 pun
L A Laker% at Dallas. 7 30 p m

A&A AUTO
RENTAL

• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

(NO OBLIGATION - NO1HING TO PAY)

YOU MAY HAVE ONE OF THESE
16 DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES!

13 Numb Fingers
9 Numb Hands
5 Dizziness
14 Hip Pain
10 Bursitis
6 Sore Elbows
1 5 Tight Muscles
11 Pain &own Legs
7 Neck Pam
16 Aching Feel
12 Muscle Spasms
8 Indigestion
FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your
aches and pans This examination normally costs $3000 or more It will include a
chiropractic orthopedic test, a chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure test, a spinal
alignment check, an examination for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a muscle
strengtriness test, and a private consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.

1 Low Back Pain
2 Headaches
3 Shoulder Pain
4 Arthritis

400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111
Owners: Ronnie Melvin II Gorreld Boyd

************ * * *

Dennis L

Hesken, 0 C

This entire examination is FREE
and treatment

If you want more care

we do all the paperwork

FREE LIMITED TIME OFFER. Call for your appointment TODAY!

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER 759-1116 I
301 N. 12th St. (at University Square) Murray, KY

CALL NOW BRING THIS
COUPON WITH YOU

42071
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Spring Has Sprung...
And You've Been Looking For
A New Car—Great
You've Looked At Mustangs,
Camaros, And Your Insurance
Agent Pulls Out A Mask 6 Gun.
But Escorts, Civics And Corrollas
Leave You Blah
The Solution Is A New Neon
A Sports Car Attitude
With Econo-Car Insurance
That's Why It Smiles
Sneaky Isn't It.
Year/Model

'95
'95
'95
'95
'95
'95
'95
'95
'95
'95

NEON
NEON
NEON
NEON
NEON
NEON
NEON
NEON
NEON
NEON

HIGHLINE 4 OR,
HIGHLINE CPE
HIGHLINE 4 DR.
HIGHLINE 4 DR.
HIGHLINE 4 DR.
HIGHLINE 4 DR.
HIGHLINE 4 DR.
HIGHLINE 4 DR.
SPORT 4 DR.
SPORT 4 DR.

'95 NEON "SCCA" CPE

Color

List

Our Price

Red .

$13,189

Strawberry

$13,532

White

$13,853

Black

$13,853

Iris

$13,996

Emerald

$14,220

Lapis Blue

$14,418

Br. Blue

$14,499

Red

$15,274

Strawberry

$15,323

811,799*
812,199*
812,499*
812,499*
112,599*
812,799*
'12,999*
813,099*
813,499*
813,499*

Specially Built And Ready To Race With
Speed Rated Tires, Special Suspension,
Spoiler, Wheels And Lots More It's Hot'

813,499*

PIUS '93, '94, '95 College Grads With 2 Or 4 Year Degrees Get

$400 Additional SavingsTalk To Us...We're Listening
'Plus Tax, L. DOC Fee And Tithe
Dealer Retains Rebate, If Any.

ain's

*Sae Dealer For Complete
Details

am

Pnces Good Thru 4-7-95

AL
CHRYSLER• PLYMOUTH • DODGE -JEEP •EAGLE VIP

Holland Motor Sales

Hwy. 641 N. Murray • 753-6448

513 S. 12th St.

753-4461

SNAPPER
Quick response
steering system

AIL Will

Easy starting engines range in
horsepower from 8hp to16 hp

Five speed friction
power transfer
Wide choice of
single or twin
blade decks

ANYTHING
LESS JUST
WON'T CUTIT!
Has a tight turning radii's and is
one of the most maneuverable
mowers available
Your dealer can help you match
the horsepower you'll need to the
size of your mowing lob
Allows true on-the-go shifting
without clutching or stopping
From 25"to 42"-Choose from our
superior bagging Hi-Vacs or
smooth cutting standard models

PRICES START AT

•'949"

BUY AMERICAN
***BUY COOPER***
WAREHOUSE TIRE

Dr

DISCLAIMER: OUR OFFICE POLICY PROTECTS YOU:'THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON
RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A FIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY, CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE
RE IMBLASED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES.EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH
IS PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT.

6
14
17
29
37

YOU'LL BE PROUD YOU DID!

VIMIII

1=0

NMI

MODEL 260610

BUNT PAY Ti!..
AUGUST 1995
INTEREST FREE*
INSTANT CREDIT
UP TO $3500

ASK ABOUT SNAP-CREDIT
liffrif,041.4 MULCHING CONVERSION KITS AVAILABLE

, Auto
Murray Home 8
Ativaeite.

Chestnut St.

753-2571
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City of Murray
City Hall
207 S. Fifth St.
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Separate sealed lids for the construction of the Murray Landfill
Cap consisting ofapproximately 26 acres oflandfill to be capped with
geoeynthetic clay liner and 18-inches of vegetative cover will be
received by the City ofMurray at the office ofthe City Clerk until 2:00
p.m. Local Time, April 17, 1995; and then at said office opened and
publicly read aloud.
The CONTRACT DOCUMENTS,consisting of Advertisement for
Bids, Information for Bidders,BID,BID BOND,Agreement,General
Conditions,SUPPLEMENTAL GENERAL CONDITIONS,Payment
Bond, Performance Bond, NOTICE OF AWARD, NOTICE TO
PROCEED, CHANGE ORDER, DRAWINGS, SPECIFICATIONS,
AND ADDENDA, may be examined at the following locations:
GRW Engineers, Inc.
F.W. Dodge
801 Corporate Drive
1133 West Mill Road
Lexington, Kentucky 40503
Mill Road Office Building
Suite 106-107
Evansville, Indiana 47710
City of Murray
Dept. of Public Works
200 Andrus Drive
Murray, Kentucky 42071

F.W. Dodge Corporation
1161 Murfreesboro Road
Suite 100
Nashville, Tennessee 37217

Copies of the CONTRACT DOCUMENTS may be obtained at the
office of GRW Engineers Inc., located at 801 Corporate Drive,
Lexington, Kentucky 40503, upon payment of $25.00 for each set.
Payment is not refundable.
Bids shall be accompanied by a certified check in an amount equal
to five percent(5%)of the bid to insure the execution of the contract
for which the bid is made. In case the bid is not accepted, the check or
bid bond will be returned to the bidder, but if the bid is accepted and
the bidder shall refuse or neglect to enter into a contract with the City
of Murray within ten(10)days after the time he has been notified of
the acceptance of his bid,the said check or bid bond shall be forfeited
to the City of Murray as liquidated damages for the failure to do so.
No bidder may withdraw his bid for a period of ninety (90) days
after closing time scheduled for the receipt of bids.
The City of Murray reserves the right to waive informalities and to
reject any and all bids.
_
lIonafalpie William N.'Merry, Mayer
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TO: Unknown heirs of I.L. Barnett alk/a
Irvan L. Barnett and wife, Mackie Barnett
and all other unknown persons who may
claim any interest in the subject matter of
this action.
RE: Calloway Circuit Court, Case No. 95CI-00059, Captioned: Jerry Humphreys
and wife, Jo Ann Humphreys vs. Unknown
heirs of IL. Barnett a/Itla Irvan L. Barnett
and wife, Mackie Barnett and all other
unknown persons who may claim any interest in the subject matter of this action.
The undersigned attorney was appointed
Warning Order Attorney by the Calloway
Circuit Court to notify the above identified
unknown individuals that a lawsuit has
been filed which concerns real property
generally located at 602 Elm Street, Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky(and more
particularly described in the lawsuit). The
Plaintiffs in the action assert that they are
the owners of the property and that any
rights you may have in the property should
be terminated.
Unless a defense or an answer to the
lawsuit is made by you by April 26, 1995, a
judgment by default may be granted against
you. Copies of the Complaint can be
obtained from the Clerk of the Calloway
Circuit Court, Robert 0. Miller Courthouse
Annex,201 S.4th Street, Murray,Kentucky
42071.
Gerald Bell
Haverstock & Bell
211 South 12th Street
P.O. Box 187
Murray, Ky. 42071
Warning Order Attorney
02n
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CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply. If
yoar present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy. For free informsbon call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
•iree too.' claim service

MEET quality singles Down
Singles
Home
615-993-2000

Notice

Angie's Shrubs
& Ideas
Owing Aprti 1st
Save on lop quality
shrubbery. We're open
late.
Hours:M-F 4:00-730 p.m.
Wed. 3:30-6 p.m.
Sat. 8 aJn.-6 p.m.
Sun. 1-6 p.m.
Wiswell Rd. past SW
school, turn right at 4way stop,3rd house on
left. Watch for sign!
arners: aerie Qom
Angie (71meatt) Caisson
7534773 alter
3:30 for Information.
LARGE boot sale at Hudson Western Store, 10mi
East on 94, Murray.
LOCAL retail dothing store
fOr sale in Murray. Send
inquiries to, P.O. Box
1040R, Murray, Ky 42071.
"MEET ladies from
ORIENT & WORLDWIDE!"
Friendship Office, Box
42117, Acadia P.O., Calgary, Canada, T2J 7A6
(Tel. 403-271-4654).
OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora.
Open 5pm. Closed
Mon.-Tues. Pizza, salads,
hot sandwiches, gyros &
bread sticks. Dine-in or
carry out. 474-8119 or
1-800-649-3804.
RUTH'S See n Sew will be
selling used name brand
clothes Mon- Sat, 9am5pm. We also do alterabons. 121 Bypass Murray
753-6981.

MEMORIES preserved &
aroused by photographs
bring us to life again Blood
flowing through our veins
only gets us through each
day, but memories flowing WATKINS! World- famous
through our minds gets us products; extracts, spices,
through our lifetimes At personal care plus. FREE
Carter Studio we copy & mail- order catalog. Call
restore old photos. Hand 1-502-395-1913, Cindy. Inbnt, colorization, sepatone, dependent Representative
black & white. 300 Main St ,
Murray. 753-8298_
050
Lost
And Found

*** ATTENTION ***
BUSINESS, PROFESSIONAL
AND

INDEPENDENT AGENTS
SELECT SERVICES PRESENTS
PROFESSIONAL MESSAGING
Our Voice- Acuvated S mum allows you to cull. code number.
receive and leave meemple, reply to manages and forward
calls to another telephone or notify your pawl You have 24
hour availakility, security, and piracy. Improve cussonwr
savior. inier-office eirsacecy and/or use am an additional
inexpensive bunnese or personal waephone hn

1M PROFESSIONAL MESSAGING
WITH
• No Expensive Equipment To Buy
• Private ACCESS • 24 Hour Availability
• Elininates Telephone Tag
• Call Forwarding
• Pager Service • Pager Notification
• No Contrary Tapes Or Machines To Meu With!
• No Limit On Number Of Messages Received
• Services Starting At $10.00 Per Month

LOST Raleigh small male
mixed tweed dog. Lost East
of Green Plain Church.
Sandy blond short hair with
white streak on chest and
white speck between eyes.
4mo old, family pet, reward
492-8878 or 753-5018.

Help
Minty!
$1,000 WEEKLY process
ng mail at home For free
information send SASE,
Greenway, Dept E, ,Box
KS
Derby,
210,
67037-0210

Part & Full Time
Dell Help
Apply In person

Owen's
Food Market

Call Select Services at 753-0498
•

HOME HEALTH
BRANCH
MANAGER:
MCCRACKEN
COUNTY
RN, BSN, 3 years
experience in home
health required.
Submit resume by
April 12th to:
Glenda Boume, RN
Baptist Hospital East
Home Health Agency
3101 Breckenridge
Lane, Suite 300
Louisville, KY 40220
(502) 454-5656
$600 PER WEEK WITH
NO
EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY, Now hiring
individuals interested in becoming PFOFESSIONAL
TRUCK DRIVERS with
CARRIER PAID TRAINING, See our representative Tuesday, for more information.
CALL
1-800-467-3806.
A JOB Announcement
Number 95-35(A) Date
3-21-95 Position Park
Worker (Part Time-- must
be indicated on application!)
Position
43-670-19-08-00-28-133
Location Kenlake State Resort Park, Hardin, KY
Grade 4, Salary $5.532 Per
Hour Minimum Requirements None. Apply by submitting a state application
(which can be obtained at
. the local department of Employment Services or any
other state government office) to. Kentucky Department of Personnel 200 Fair
Oaks Lane Suite 517
Frankfort, Ky 40601. Deadline for applying - April 4,
1995 You must quality,
test,* and be placed on the
register. (*Written test not
required.
AVON- Earn $8- $14/hour.
No door to door.
1-800-230-4030 Ind/rep
COMPUTER users
needed. Work own hours.
$20K to $50K/yr. 24 Hours
714-251-3311x486,
DENTAL Hygentist needed
part time. Send resume to
Dr. William Pasco, 1653
Calloway St., Murray, Ky
42071.
DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students. Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8:00am-3:00pm.
This project is funded by
the Job Training Partnership Act through the Kentucky Department for Employment Services and the
West Kentucky Private Industry Council. This is an
Equal Opportunity program. Auxiliary aids and services are available upon
request to individuals with
disabilities.
DRIVER Mercer Transportation needs flatbed, van &
drop deck owner operators
for all fleets No forced dispatch, no company trucks.
We are the owner operator
company 800-338-4612.
DRIVERS, Home most
weekends, conventional
tractors with double walk in
sleepers, excellent pay with
benefits. 800-262-5461.
EARN up to $1,000 weekly
processing mail. Start now
no experience, free supplies, information, no obligation
Send self
addressed stamped envelope to Alamo Dept 8407,
Bandera Rd., Suite
133-216, San Antonio, Tx
78250.
ESTIMATOR/PROJECT
MANAGER Local area contractor has opening for an
Estimator/ Project Mgr for
commercial building and
general construction projects Applicant must have
experience, well qualified
and willing to assume responsibilities Excellent opportunity for the right person Please send resume,
salary requirements and date of availibility to PO
Box 1040T, Murray, Ky
42071.
FULL time x-ray tech
needed for busy physi
cian's office Send resume
to PO Box 1040S, Murray
Ky 42071
HELP wanted. Hostess,
waitress, cashier, kitchen
employees HRH Dumplin's, 200 S. Market St.,
Paris, In Apply in person

LPN or CMA for busy phsic.san's office, full time position Send resume to P
Box 1040S, Murray. Ky
42071

MURRAY Sewing Center
needs clerk with sewing
experience & can deal with
the public Apply in person,
Bel Air Shopping Center.
NO EXPERIENCE $500
TO $900 WEEKLY/
POTENTIAL PROCESSING MORTGAGE REFUNDS. OWN HOURS.
(714)502-1520 EXT 1209
(24 HOURS).

MANAGER
TRAINEE
A management pompon
cen be yours altar sax
mantis specialized training. Entry Ir.* managers
cart earn up to 05,000
first year. We wil send
you to school for • minimum of 2 weeks, expenses paid, rain you in
Ste hod with a minimum
guarantee01S3200for the
first 8 weeks to start selling and servicing esteblished accounts. You
need to have a good car,
be bondable, be ambitious and aggressive.
Hospitalization and 401K
plan.
CALL TODAY
502-442-4500
Ask for Bill DoSalvo

SECRETARY
Receptionist- need computer and bookkeeping skills,
pay based on experience
and skills. Send resume to
P.O. Box 1366, Murray, Ky
42071.
SHONEY'S Inn accepting
applications for full time
guest service representative. Please apply in
person.

MURRAY Christian
Academy is accepting applications for teachers,
grades K-6. Call 759-1555
for application
MURRAY Discount Golf
part time help Must be able
to work on Thursdays and
Saturdays.
some
753-2887

SHONEY'S is hiring for
servers & cooks Apply in
person.
070
Domestic
& Childcare
CLEANING houses is my
business. Reliable and experienced, references Call
Linda 759-9553
WILL babysit in my home,
Mon- Fri, $60/week, references available. 759-1810.

Income Tax
By Appointment Only

Page Bookkeeping
& Tax Service
Call Tony Page at

*LANDSCAPING
*Mulching & Mulch Delivery
*Trimming & Fertilizing
*Tractor Work

753-2993

INDIVIDUAL•BUSINESS•FARM• BOOKKEEPING
ESTATE•PAYROLL• SALES TAX • CORPORATE
wit Cliff

BrjELECTRONIC
LlITAX FILING
Mike Hodge, EA, ATA
(502) 753-6069

)1•IA

10

I:, ( Pit, I

WILL clean houses, reasonable rates, references
437-4064
WILL do housecleaning, office & house boats. Experience & references. Call
Eve. 474-2131

50 Prime Established Locations
Earn $1500 wkly.
Open 24 hrs.
Call
1-800-200-9137
FRANCHISE for sale- Mayfield, Paris, Benton. 10am6pm 753-1300.

120

Computers
ANT-UKE SPEED- OUT
OF MEMORY- HARD
DRIVE FqL- If this describes your computer
call HAWKINS RESEARCH now 753-7001.

Nl.tt
140
Want
To Buy
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'fringe 'Benefits
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ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections. 753-9433 day
or night.
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
150

City Carrier
Needed
College Farm Rd. Area
Apply at the
Ledger & Times
Ask for Monica
JOB OFFER
Setting, Cutting. Housing and Stripping Tobacco
DURATION
5-7-95 — 1-31-96
SALARY
S6.00 per hour for cuuing and housing
$5 47 per hour for setting and stripping tobacco
GUARANTEE
Wofittri are guaranteed three-fourths of the wet days of the total
period, as outlined in hem 9 of the Job Offer.
Work tools, supplies. equipment, and rain gear will be provided,
by employer, without cost to the worker
Housing will be provided,at noose'to workers, only to those who
are not reasonably able to return the seine day to their place of
residence at time of recruitment
Traruponanon and Subsistaioe es mums to the work site will be
paid to non-nuident workers upon completion of fifty peroant
(50%)or the lob Contract as outlined in hern 17 of the Job Offer
APPLY
Sue Cash
Department For Employment Service.
319 S. Seventh Street
Mayfield, KY 421366
502-247-3857

Articles
For Sate
10 SPEED for sale, like
new, price negotiable Call
753-9470
1984 CHEVY 4i4, swb,
$2800 Ford Jubilee tractor'
real good condition. Call
901-247-5833.
1987 HONDA 250R 4
wheeler, excellent condibon. 1983 Kubota riding
mower, 17hp, hydro static
drive. Call after 6pm
759-1274.
5FT metal contruction job
box. 492-8516 or
762-7221.
BIG load cultured marble
sinks cheap! New load
paneling $6/sheet Don't
miss this, bring your truck.
Paschall Salvage, Hwy 641
A mile S of Hazel
498-8964
BIG stock of fiberglass for
tooling & underpinning
$2/sheet & up Paschall
Salvage, Hwy 641 'A mile
S. of Hazel. 498-8964_
BOGARD trucking and excavating. inc We haul top
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
rock, rip rap. Mon-Fri
8-4pm, 753-2446

COUCH
country t
print. 135-

HVAC SYSTEM with 2 Ion
cooling, 55,500 BTU heating, 2 regulators, thermostat, 500 gallon LP tank w/50
gas, wire & gas line, $700
436-5776
USED desks, chairs & file
cabinets. See at 405 S 4th
or call 753-7668

1992 KUB
34hp with
Call 435-4

ETHAN Allen drop leaf MOTORCYCLE helmets,
table & 4 chairs, excellent Gore- Tex hunting boots,
condition, $300. CFA regis- guns, & ammo. Jerry's
tered Chimchilla Persian
Sporting Goods, Mayfield,
kitten, 6wks old, $250. Ky
753-5950
NEW metal siding & roofFOR sale: John Deere rear ing. Cover 36" cut to length
engine riding mower,$325. in 10 colors, galvanized
753-3704 1601 Loch and galvalume. Secondary
Lomond
if available Portable carFOR sale tanning beds port kits 489-2722 or
489-2724.
lOarn- 6pm 753-1300

FULL length black & sliver QUEEN size bed with
sequined prom gown, prin- frame. Queen size sofa
090
cess neckline, bugle bead sleeper, microwave with
Position
Dimmed size 5-6, $125. cabinet, car alarm system
Wanted
Southern Belle off shoulder 492-8615.
gown pale lavender & white SNAPPER 11hp Briggs
CARPENTER/ Helper, lace, size 5,
$65. Call electric start, new battery,
have own tools 474-8855 492-8792.
extra new blade, $350. 94
MANAGER. Degreed GOLF clubs, King Cobra East at the 20 mile marker.
middle manager seeking graphite woods, 1-3-5-7, 753-2079.
business opportunity to put new, $450. Cleavland VAS
extensive Human Re- irons 1-LOB wedge, $425. USED student desk, used
wood chairs, also hand
source and Materials Con- 759-2546.
strip & refinished furniture.
trol experience to work.
Well rounded business HOME and commercial George Hodge 806 Colsense with good shop ex- suntan beds. Wholesale dwater Rd. Murray.
periences and strong admi- prices on new and used VENDING machines- 10
nistration. Call Frank Gregg beds, also a complete line tabletop size machines with
at 901-822-7675 to meet of lotions, parts, lamps and stands, like new, great moand discuss long or short acrylics. Bob Allen neymaker, $3,800 for all
75 3 - 4 299
or
term possibilities.
753-3515 or 753-4527
1-800-633-3459.
WALNUT conference table
inn
LAWN tractor 12.5hp, Koler 3'x6', 6 leather chairs, exBusiness
engine, hydro static drive, cellent condition, $625/all.
Opportunky
40in cut, new battery, $800 See at 405 S. 4th or call_
—FOR like ShOp
753-7668. —
502-7537602:
2000 sq. ft. on % acre. 1mi
Car
Second
America's
S.E. of Murray. Office, bath
inside drain, gas heat,
$28,000. 753-0062.

LOOK FOR HAWKINS
RESEARCH IN THE DIXIELAND SHOPPING
CENTER THIS SPRING.
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Reasonable rates,
Call
references.
759-2599 or 7599215, Leave message if no answer.

Low start up investment. Good solid all
cash business. Cal
now 1-800-350-8363

"The Income Tax Professionals"

;

Will clean house,
office, otc.

Local Vending
Business For Sale

Hodge and Noel

rtit 1;;;I 1;.;

No time to
clean?

PAY PHONE
ROUTE

C& C
Nursery

00111.111,-,1,il,,,ir

Hate cleaning?

DARK pecan formal dining
room suite, oblong table
with 3 12in leaves China
cabinet, server, custom
made top protectors, $500
obo Mahagony Wurlitzer
piano $400 obo Floral upholstered loveseat $50
obo Gold tone lighted curio
$103 obo 753-9679_

Uglif Duckling

753-8107

Joyce Noel, EA, CFP
915 Coldwater Rd.

5PC Irving
and love
(502)753-I

ocatIons Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
Office. 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town
Daily. Weekly or Monthly Rates

/Z./if/ALPINE
•Izaradroscozt

clarion- Tccr
.1C

/X 4-11 IL17.5 C.71,

Car Audio
Sunset Boulevard Music
753-0113

Dixieland Center

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.
Hwy. 641 North • Murray, KY 42071
Hrs. Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Anytime By Appointment

502-759-1333
Service and Quality At Everyday Low Prices
Complete Indoor display for your privacy and year around convenience.

Business on
a Budget?
Run this 2x2 consistency ad in
Classifieds every day, including
the Shopper, for $175 a month
(paid in advance).
Rate Effecttve April I. 1995

Call 753-1916 for deka,.

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
Ifyou are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement•Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
can write 7 of the plans on an "almost
guaranteed issue" and the policies will
be issued at the lowest available premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+
rated companies to give you the best
possible rates and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905

Sycamore, Murray, KY

753-4199

Nationwide

1-800-455-4199
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

310

SPEED Queen Whortpoof
washers & dryers, coin op
'rated 753-8221 ttern- 12
noon or 1 30- 5pm
753-8668
USED refrigerators &
stoves 753-7668 days

Houses
For Rent

Lots
Fends

DOWNTOWN office space
available across from
courthouse $95ano includ
ing all utilities 753-1266

38R close to campus
$300/mo, available imme
Mat* Call 753-0933 for
into
•

2 LOTS for sale in Preston
Heights all utilities available, lot sizes 100x230
each 753-9741

RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753-6612

we lot
3BR house in town storage BY owner large
building central gas heat & in Woodgate Subdivision
Cu, stove & refrigerator, all city utilises included Re$375/mo deposit required, strictions apply Priced
$16.900 Call David King
no pets 753-7879
753-8355 Mon- Fri.
4BR home 3 bath in town 759-9854 nights &
$600/mo plus deposit. 6 weekends
blocks from university Call
618-533-1428 leave mes- NICE lot in Platy Meadows.
next to Oaks Country Club
sage, will return call
753-5691
5BR 1 bath (2)4 baths
$490/mo plus deposit
753-9826
Feriae

320
Apartments
For Rent
SPC Irving room set, couch
and love seat, best offer
(502)753-5263 after 5pm
COUCH & char 2yrs old,
country blue with small
print. 435-4401

Fano
Equipment
1992 KUBOTA tractor, 4x4
34hp with front end loader
Call 435-4588
GRAIN truck, 8000 Ford
tractor, 2 row tobacco setter, tobacco sticks. Call at
ter 5pm 753-7845_
TOBACCO barns for sale
lOarn- 6pm 753-1300
195
Heavy
Equipment
FOR sale: 20001b. forklift
tow motor, triple action. ex
cellent condition
502-753-5561
200
Sports
EfPAPID•nt
GUNS buy, sell or trade
436-5650
TOMMY Armour 845S golf
clubs, 3-PW with bag,$375
obo, only used twice.
753-6558.

1,2,380 apes Furnished,
very nice near MSU No
75 3 - 1 2 5 2
pets
days,753-0606 after Sprn
1131c apt furnished, available April 1st, $200/mo plus
deposit, no pets. 121 N.
next to fairgrounds.
753-3139
1BR duplex on Hwy 280,
energy efficient No pets
$285/mo +deposit
753-8848 before 9prn
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109
1 or 2BR furnished or unno pets
furnished
753-6609
1 ROOM efficiency, very
new MSU, partial utilities
furnished. Available now
Coleman RE, 753-9898.
1. ROOMS for rent at 1614
Olive Utilities furnished.
Share kitchen, Irving room
& bathroom facilities. Walk
to MSU. Coleman RE
753-9898.
2BR 2 bath duplex, appliances furnished, w/d
hook-up, central h/a,
$475/mo, 1 month deposit,
year lease, no pets.
753-2905 or 753-7536.
2BR apartment for rent No
pets Near campus
753-5980

Firewood

2BR duplex off 94E,
$240/mo deposit, no pets.
753-8848 before 9pm.

A FIREWOOD for sale.
437-4667.

2BR duplex in Northwood.
759-4406.

210

2BR duplex, lyr old, North2.in
wood, washer, dryer & appliances furnished, no pets,
Miscellaneous
$425/mo plus deposit.
COOKWARE- gorgeous 753-4487.
new 18pc. surA4
—gain- 2BR Embassy Apartments,
less steel waistless set! central gas heat, available
Warranty! Bakekvare! Re- now. $300/mo. Coleman
tail or dinner $1195. now RE, 753-9898.
$369. 1-800-852-3765.
2BR upstairs apt. No pets,
PAGEANT Girls 4- 19 for refrigerator, stove furn1995 Miss KY Coed/Teen/ ished.. 4 miles out 121 S.
Preteen/Princess Pageant 3285/mo plus deposit.
For brochure call 489-2296.
1-800-484-2080 Ext
#7711 or (502)781-2225. ATTRACTIVE lbr unfurnished apt Good location,
$10,000 in prizes.
spacious, water, garbage
WANTED: customers for pick-up, stove, refrigerator
lumber nails, vinyl floor cov- furnished, no pets, down
ering, do a bath for $15.00 payment of $200, affordloads of lumber also, lots of able rent 753-1817
other stuff. Paschall Salvage, Hwy 641 S., Yi mile EXTRA • nice 2br duplex
with carport, gas heat, apS. of Hazel. 498-8964.
pliances, no pets, deposit &
lease. 1817 Ridgewood
270
$425. 753-7457.
Mobile
Homes For Sale
KENTUCKY Lake, Lake12x44, $1200. 436-2116. land West* Village, lbr
apartment, utilities in12x60 2BR w/d hook-up, cluded, rent based on invery nice, fully set-up on come.55 & older, handicap
rented lot, $4750. & disabled. Equal Housing
753-6012.
Opportunity.
14x70 2BR 1A bath mobile 502-354-8888.
home on 80x180 lot. MUR-CAL Apartments now
Underpinned, central h/a" accepting applications for
8x8 porch, 10-6x14-6 cov- 1, 2 and 3br apartments.
ered patio, 10x6 metal stor- Phone 759-4984. Equal
age building, good condi- Housing Opportunity.
tion. 753-5592 after 5pm.
MURRAY Manor ApartBUY from our huge inven- ments now accepting applitory or custom order your cations for 1-2br apartnew home!! Our pledge, if ments. Apply in person
you compare construction, 1:30pm-4pm, Mon-Fri,
insulation, options and set- 1409 Duigiud Dr.
up, you will find that Dinkins
will have your best housing NEW 2br duplex with carvalue!! Dinkins Mobile port & storage, $425/mo
Homes, Inc., Hwy 79E, 753-7951
Paris, Tn 1-800-642-4891. NEW 4br duplex, 2'4 bath,
MUST sell 12x60 2br newly appliances, garage, w/d
remodeled, South Marshall hook-up, now available,
Area, must be moved, $635/mo. (12 mo lease)
$3500 obo 618-254-3506 New 3br duplex, 2 bath,
appliances, garage, w/d
NEW spring &summer hook-up, available May 1,
hours 8 to 8 Moo thru Fri.,8 $625/mo. (12 mo lease)
to 6 Sat., 1 to 6 Sun. Shop 2BR apt. $245. 1BR apt_
where the big selections $235. Downtown now availand bargins are. Dinkins able Deposit required, no
Mobile Homes, Inc. Hwy pets. 753-4937, 436-2741
79E,
Paris,
Tn nights
1-800-642-4891.
NOW renting lbr apts, ColNICE 1973 12x64 3br 1 lege Faun Rd. Apts,
bath with Jacuzzi, new paint $210/per month. Call
on outside, window a/c, re- 753-6716 after 5pm.
duced, must sell! $4100
NOW taking applications
obo. 753-4938
for Section 8 low rent housing Apply in person at
280
Southside Manor, 906
Mobile
Broad St Extended, beHomo* For Rent
tween 8am- 12noon No
2BR mobile home, C h/a, phone calls please Equal
water furnished $275/mo. Housing Opportunity
Coleman RE, 753-9898.
UPSTAIRS apt. 2br.
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br, $350/mo, stove, refrigeraelectric or gas Walking dis- tor. 759-4104.
tance to college 753-5209.
SMALL trailer for rent
474-8056

330
Houses
For Rent

2a5
Itoble
Home Lots For Rent
NEW park, newer model
homes only Concrete
drrves & walks Trash pickup & city water $100/mo
492-8488
300
Sustains
Rentals
1000 SO FT new building
suitable for retail, office or
beauty shop
Call
753-0035 •

£79

lasiases
Neal*

Appiarsims

1615 BELMONT,3br, living
room, den, 14 bath, central gas heat & air, stove,
refrigerator, dishwasher,
outside storage building
Rent $550, dep $500, reference 753-0430

NEAR Kirksey 3br 1 bath
w/d hook-up, water furnished, central h/a, appliances furnished, no pets,
$450/mo deposit, references, lyr lease
753-6723.
36n
For Rent
Or Lease
CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20-$40/mo 759-4081
NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units available. Call 753-2905,
753-7536
370
Livestock
& Supplies
2YR old Quarter horse
gelding, broke, $1000
753-4186
AQHA REG. 6yr old Sorrell
gelding, 15.1H, $1750.
435-4029.
BAY saddle horse, extremely gentle, $1000
489-2704 after 6pm
380
Pets
& Supplies
AVA'S Aviary, 515 S. 7th
St. 759-4119. Birds, seed &
accessories.
DOG Day Afternoon
759-1768,
HAVE 'an- obedient, safe
dog for show or home.
Classes or private lessons.
Serving Murray for over
12yrs. 436-2858
420
Horne
Loans
ABLE Mortage "Refinance
specialist" bad credit ok!
1-800-715-5222.
.130
Real
Estate
1416 MICHELLE Drive- 2br
2 full baths, utility, kitchen
with all appliances, stove,
refrigerator, dishwasher,
microwave and disposal,
gas heat, electric air. 2yrs
old, very nice, must see to
appreciate. Shown by appointment only. Call
527-2370 or 753-0262.
1V, ACRES Hwy 121, 3mi
South of New Concord, 90ft
well,
$7,000
1-313-654-9117
DUPLEX on Northwood
Dr., $87,500. Each side
2br, central h/a, appliances, w/d hook-up,
deck, excellent rental history. 436-5725.
DUPLEX on Hillwood,
$72,000, each side 2br,
central h/a, appliances, w/d
hook-up, deck. Great rental
history. Coleman Real Estate 753-9898.
FOR your Real Estate
needs, including Auction,
see Wilson Realty on 121
South or call 753-5086.
HALEY Appraisal Service,
call
Bob
Haley
502-489-2266.
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges. If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St.
WANTED: Waterfront
property- 2 or 3br with or
without dock. Preferred
price range $80,000 to
$125,000. 753-1492 Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors,
435
Lake
Property

For Sale
33 ACRES, stocked lake,
fenced pasture, greenhouse, 14x70 3br mobile
home Coleman Real Estate 753-9898
MINI Mini Farm, 2 8 acres.
3.5 miles from town Large
remodeled country home,
3br, 2 bath, oak kitchen &
custom features throughout . Just reduced,
$129,900. Call Mur- Cal
Realty, 753-4444.
460
Homes
For UM
2BR 14 bath brick, very
nice, central h/a, sunporch,
just outside city, $67,900
Coleman RE 753-9898_
2BR 1 bath cedar siding
home on 2 acres Has lA
car detached garage, in
Lynn Grove area, $48,000.
Call and leave message
435-4399
28R cottage near Ky Lake,
$49,500 Coleman RE
753-9898
38R 2 bath, 1800 sq. ft.
brick home, 14 acre lot,
dose to town, new gas
central h/a, carpet, floor
covering & septic tank all
less than 5yrs old. Call
753-2309 after 5pm.
APPEALING decor & excellent Spring Creek Oaks
location are great features
of this home. Beautiful double lot, invitingspatio area,
towering 2 story great
room, fireplace, large
kitchen & second fireplace
set this home apart offered
at $240,000 thru Kopperud
Realty 753 - 1222_
MLS•3000217.
BE the first owner of a 2
story brick home in a prime
city subdivision. 4BR, 24
baths, features: Marvin
windows, 17ft foyer ceiling,
white kitchen, columns,
fireplace, tile and hardwood
floors, cultured marble, hot
tub, deck & more. Call
759-2571, 435-4013 or
435-4040.
FOR Investors, 2812 sq. ft
new duplex, Fall Brook
Sub. Rental income
$1100/mo, Price $123,000.
492-8516 or 762-7221.

3 BR-2 Bath
Excellent Location
$62,000
753-5561
HOME for sale: 4/5br,
bath, family room, dining
room, living room, big
kitchen, $87,990
753-6235.
NEW 4br 3-4 bath, 2 story
home with large master
suite with his & hers
closets. Large sunny
kitchen & large formal dining room, 3 car garage,
offered at $163,900 thru
Kopperud
Realty
753-1222. MLS/3000160.
NEW affordable homes,
2-3br in city. Starts at mid
50's, financing available,
payments less than rent.
Sidewalks, storm sewers,
curbs & all underground
utilities. 753-4444.
NEW brick home N 16th
across from Sullivans Golf
Course. 3br 3„ bath, utility,
dining, large master bedroom with whirpool tub, 2
car garage with pebble
stone drive and walks. Call
after 5pm 492-8873.
NEW by owner, extremely
well built, very spacious
4br, 3 bath home in Preston
Heights, 2018 Carol Dr.,
large living room,extremely
nice kitchen, custom cabinets with large dining
area, 14x28 bonus room
By appointment only
753-5677

BEAUTIFUL lake iron
wooded lot Ky lake a
mouth of Blood River Center Ridge cabin style,lot
number 3, 9 acres. 20511
water front, electric & water By owner 436-2103, no
real estates

NEW custom built 3br 2 4
bath house with formal dining room, large eat-in
kitchen, three car garage,
and too many amenities to
list Call 753-3903 after
5pm.

BEAUTIFUL flat lot, all
underground city utilities including gas Last available
lot in Preston Heights, to
cated behind Gatesbor
ough, $13,900. 753-2339

NEW home, Coles Campground Rd 3br 2 bath, central gas & electric 1900sq ft
Irving area on 1 22 acres.
nice Call Mur Cal Realty
753 4444

WATERFRONT lot near
2BR 1 bath, with shower, Murray. good year around
gas heat, carport, great in water, installed water line,
town location, Imo deposit. restricted subdivision
$400/mo, no pets 759-4410
753-7920
2BR with stove & refrigerator, gas heat. 8mi W of
Murray, no pets 435-4294
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New 3 BR-2 Bath
$67,500
Inside City

7334861

Used
Trucks

Services
Oilseed

1980 HONDAMATIC 400 1987 FORD XLT Lama t.
street bike, excellent conch- 10n, 4x4, winch with bumIon, $700 474-8720 alter per and topper mckided,
$7500 474-2251 or
5P111
753-7687 alter 5pm.
1981 YAMAHA 650 Max1989 MAZDA 82200 tuck,
imaexcellentcondittOn
miles, $1000 Call after extended cab, 74,XXX
rTWOS, $5,750 759- 11 18
5pm 474-2111
1994 MAZDA 8-3000 cab
plus. V-6, a/c, pis, pib, arni
ten, cd player, bedftner,
YAMAHA motor scooter, My *fleets
489-2335
$400 753-5738 after 4pm
1991 WARRIOR
759-9365

$2700

510
Auto
Pwts

Campers

32 FOOT Holiday camper
CAR towing dolly. Husky II
Serious Inquires
$3000
price,
heavy duty, new
only. 502-7594414
$1220, asking $750
436-5879
520
Boats
.190
& Motors
Used
Cars
1982 BAJA 18ft, V-6,
175hp, inboard/outboard,
1974 DODGE maxi van, 15
excellent condition, with
engine,
passenger, 360
trailer, $6500_ Days
$1,750 492-8247 after
502-247-5814, night &
5pm.
weekends 502-247-3162.
1978 FORD Futura, $600
1993 YAMAHA Waveruner
759-1518. Can be seen at
3, excellent conditon, still
735 Vine St.
under warranty. 753-0890.
1979 HONDA Odyssey,
1994 CELEBRITY 200 Sta250cc engine, good conditus ski boat, 20ft length,
tion Call 759-4630 after
305 LX, blue & cream, ex5pm, leave message
cellent condition, $18,000.
1981 BUICK Regal, needs 753-0625.
work, $300 474-8720 after
1994 SEA Doo SPX,
5pm
650CC, excellent condi1982 CHEVROLET Ca- tion, trailer, cover, vest
price, dependable, $900 502-759-3021
obo. 492-8475.
22FT pontoon, 135hp, Mer1984 FORD LTD wagon. cury outboard, many extras, will sell for appraised
$800, obo. 492-8198.
value 436-5083 8am- lpm.
1986 DODGE Omni 4dr
automatic, T- a/c. 1981 FOR sale: Moving, must
BMW 3201, 5sp. 753-6232 sell 1989 Stratos 20ft Pontoon boat. E-Z loader
1986 PEOGOT 505 STI trailer, 60hp Johnson momaroon with grey leather tor, power trim, very low
interior, $2000. 1978 Chev- miles, 12-24 OMC trolling
rolet pick-up straight stick, motor, 18gal tank, oil fuel
3sp on column, $1,200. injector, Lowrance fish loBoth run well. 753-6709. cator, am/fm radio & cas1986•PONTIAC Grand Am, sette, temperature guage,
black, auto, a/c, sun roof, flasher depth finder, two
103,XXX miles, original anchors, rod holders, Biowner, garage kept. mini top full storage cover,
custom seat covers, live
759-4081.
well, price $8,900. If inter1986 TOYOitlehrnry, new ested call 474-2337 before
tires, great shape, $1900, lOpm anyday.
759-4410.
FOR sale: Pontoon boat.
1987 FORD Thunderbird, 28FT 1977 Harris float boat
am/fm cassette, tilt, cruise, with 1977 Johnson Sea
excellent condition, $3000. Horse
motor.
1977 Cutlass Supreme, 502-726-6911
or
nice
graduation 502-726-3832
present,$1250. 489-2052.
USED boats, motors, trail1989 BUICK Regal, nice ers & salvage parts for sale
graduation present, fully Boat & motor repair, all
loaded. Call after 5:30pm work & parts guaranteed.
753-0087.
Wayne Darnell Marine Re1989 FORD Tempo GL, pair, from Murray take
90,XXX miles, p/s, mirrors, 121S. 502-436-5464.
locks, a/c, Pioneer in dash
San
stereo with detachable
Swvices
face, Rockford Fosgate 10"
Offered
subwoofers, Pyramid 300
watt amp, driver side air
bag, mechanically sound, A and A Lamb's lawn mow
ing, light hauling, tree trim$2,900. 759-1253.
ming, Mark. 436-2528
1989 PONTIAC Firebird,
V-6, excellent condition,
black, $5500. Phone
436-2672.

HERE IT IS!
Reliable,
efficient
lawn mowing at a
reasonable
price.
Call
Joel's Mow I ng
Semler,
753-5643
for residential and
commercial lawns.

Mowing & Trimming
Reasonable Rates
Free Estimates

Call 759-1449
Leave Message

A-1 Tree professionals
Stump removal, tree spraying, serving Murray, Calloway County since 1980
Free estimates 436-2247
or 492-8737.

Qv* sante

,Ak\I BrOlhe.._
7
4
11ors

Tree Trimming
Tree Retripia+
Landsp*ing

Free Estinclic
24 Hour Service

ALAN'S lawn service,satisfaction guaranteed. Call
Mart at 436-2458 or
753-8694

Yr:

He

mg

Tree Service aim; semce

Trimmirg
Ligit Hating, Etc.
Owned & Operated By TIM LAMB

ALL around yard work,
mowing, hauling, odd
Jobs, trimming. 759-2338.

Licensed & Insured

ALL around hauling, mowing, tree work, junk dean
up, cleaning out gutters,
Joe. 436-2867

502-436-5744 • 1-800-548-5262

ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking. 753-8056.

L & L LAWN SERVICE

APPLIANCE REPAIRS:
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted. Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455.
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 30+ years experience. BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848.

"-••••
711

BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL. Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations,
etc. 759-4664.
BACKHOE Service, complete foundations, septic
systems. R.H.Nesbitt, Construction Phone 492-8516,
pager 762-7221.

GUTTERS CLEANED
& REPAIRED
No Job Too Small

527-7380
BOB'S Plumbing Service.
Installation and repair, all
work guaranteed
753-1134 or 436-5832.
BRYON'S lawn service.
Free estimates. 759-1522.
BUILDER, homes, additions, garages, foundations. Tripp Williams
753-0563.

•

1,.

When the weeds make you sneeze.L & L
LAWN SERVICE is at your needs!
Guaranteed Professional Work Done
Free Estintates

753-6289

•

•

BACKHOE SERVICE.
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement 759-1515.

CipERRys
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOCEMOSIKIMG
All Types Of:
,Custom Woodworking
and

•

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop By And Soo Our Showroom •
405 Sunbury - Murray (Boland Bunny Braid)
--....\11.......mc
753-5940
•

N

4

RH. Nesbitt

Construction

Masonry
Backhoe Service
'Concrete
Laser Leveling
Foundations
Complete
Certified Septic Installer
Boxblade Work
Backhoe Trucking
Free Estimates
502-492-8516
Pager 762-7221

04144,
°

Dial-A-Service

1991 T-BIRD loaded, low
miles. 753-3536.

You Can Advertise Here For
56.00 per week — (13 week minimum)

1994 RED Trans Am GT,
loaded, $19,000. Call after
3pm on mobile number
559-3580.

DIAL - 753-1916

FOR sale: 1993 Dodge Dynasty 4dr, V-6, 21,XXX
miles, 1 owner, loaded,
$10,800. 753-9631 after
5pm.

.195

CARPET CLEANING Dy
KTN. tree estimates
753-4034

D & M Lawn
Service

Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
hedge trimming, landscaping, mulching & mulch hauling, gutter dewing. Cleanup junk, garbage. Odd pbs,
also Al househld moving
Free estimates Tim Lasakt\
438-5744.

1989 TAURUS, $3250
759-1818

FOR sale: Honda Prelude,
black, 1988, nice & new
tires. 753-8054.

BUSHHOGGING gardens
plowed disked, driveways
graded 437 4030

(Clip This Ad And Save For, A Randy Reference)

CAMP
SEPTIC TANK CLEANING
7 Days Per Wee*

MURRAY 753-9224

04111>n0rt rlEctrie
tcoitturm@abir
808 Coldwater Rd. - Murray, KY
759-1835

Vans
1985 BLUE Chevy raised
roof Gladiator conversion
van, with lots of extras,
local, one owner, $5,850
Call Bill Kopperud
753-1222 day, 753-6620
evening.
1989 FORD'Aerostar van,
V-6, auto, air, p/s, p/b,
cruise, am/fm tape,
110,XXX miles. $4,350
436-5610.
1989 PLYMOUTH Voyager, 7 passenger, V-6, asking $4,500. Call after 6pm
753-6063
500
Used
Trucks
1978 FORD F100 pick-up
$1900 1984 Ford LTD wa
gon, $900 both good run
fling condition 474-8222
1980 DATSON 4x4, blue
truck Asking $1000. Call
after 5pm 753-8341.
1982 FORD Bronco 1978
El Camino, make offer.
759-9580. No calls after
7pm
1982 GMC pick-up, arn/frn
cassette. 305, a/c,
150,XXX miles, very dean,
tool box, topper, bedliner,
new tires, $3,200 obo Ask
for Scott daytime
502-236-3743, evening
502-435-4229.
1986 FORD XLT dually
crew cab, 460 V-8, 82,XXX
miles, 5th wheel hitch and
towing package $9500
759 1300

Dr. Mary Brocringmeyer
Chiropractor
Call for an appointment

753-2962
Insured

Completely Mobile

David's Cleaning Services
Vie Speciatize in Cleaning'
Vinyl Siding • Homes • Mobile Homes • Boats • Brick
David Borders

Phone (502) 759-4734

Commercial Waste
Disposal
All Typem rif Refume Service

1-800-585-6033
Bud Stewart, Route Malinger

KTN
Carpet Cleaning Specialist
Upholstery I Drapery Window Cleaning
Ronnie Englnnd • Jim Cnylor

(502) 753-4034

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary
Due. Your Policy Pay 100%
of the Deductible'?

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
You areresponsible tor the deduciibks that Medicare does not pay. $696 on part A;$100 on Part B.
Call me for more information.
FREE I IELP IN CLAIMfILING FOR MY-CLIENTS

753-7890 8 a.m.-8 pail.

WEST KY GLASS & MIRROR
717 South 4th Street
Commercial - Residential - Auto
Free Estimates
Owner - Terry Butler (502)753-4527

ECONOMY METAL & SUPPLY CO,
Your Source For Metal Rooting & Siding
Doois, Windows, Door Track & Trolleys. and Insulation
for Metal Buildings
Huller-worth Rd (Hwy. 299)
Murray KY 42071

Office (502) 489.722
Home (S021 489 2724

J.W. Jones Tax Service
Offering Full Time Service
Route 1, Box 127 • Hazel
f
492-8662 .or

Appointment

&ZINN
%Nice Cords, Rags, Column k Side Lm
Mob* Haw Do3rs & WM). Gear&
601 Dunbar at North 12th
Mayfield, KY 42066
(In Old Tobacco Town Antiques)
"We wake security beaueufulIn Mayfield calling area: 502-247-9161
Long Distance call: 1-800-822-4291

World of Sound
33 Years In Business
Let us save you money on your car and home stereos.
"Caller ID's"
Shop & Compare
222 So. 12th
MC/VISA
753-5865
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535
Services
Offered

MMus
011arad
CARPET cleaning Make
y Our spring cleaning easier
have your carpets protes
sionaily cieaned Thermax
carpet cieaning has been in
business 22yrs 1st room
$25 00 each additional
room $1500, sofa $2500.
chair $1500 Includes
chemicals, labor and at
non bleaching stains Call
759 4459 to schedule
appointment
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Speaai sizes for
motor home boats RVs
and etc Excellent protec
tion high quality excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664
CARROLL'S Custom gar•
den tilling, grader blade
work, bush hogging lots,
estimates
free
502-492-8622
CHIM Chim Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435-4191
C. LYKINS Concrete finishing. Jobs big or small
or
502-247-3451
559-0285
COOKSEY'S Plumbing
service 436-2667.
COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes, trailers, offices
Wulff's Recovery, Murray
436-5560
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Com-

plete installation and service.Call Gary at
759-4754
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe WO*, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar
CUSTOM tilling & small
bush hogging 489-2995
DAVID'S cleaning services. We clean vinyl, brick,
drive ways, sidewalks, mobile homes, R.V. 759-4734.
D & DLawncare 489-2296
DRYWALL Finishing we
finish all your needs, new
homes, repairs and additions. Tex'OW blown cadings. 25 yrs exp. If its not
right we make it right. Paschall Drywall 489-2376.
DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blowing ceilings_ 753-4761.
FOR your home, replacement windows, Alcoa vinyl
siding & trim, Bill Speed.
492-8103.
HAVE saw will travel
Tree trim, removal, hauling,
spring clean-ups, mulching, free estimates
492-8254.

LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
carpets upholstery tree
mammas 753-51127

SENIOR Citizen services
cal 753-4778 Auto phone
taluips your number

LEWIS EXief101 Cleaning
houses mobile homes
bock & vinyl, buildings,
R V 4. s/dewelks, free estimates (502)753-6490

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674 Stela, KY
SURE WAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
tine of equipment Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203
MARC'S lawn service.
753-6228, 753-4168.
MB GENERAL CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENCE Carpentry. painting, electrical, plumbing,
siding, other & apart maint
(502)436-2819 fax or
modem avail
MCGEHEE'S painting &
decorating Do it right the
Call
time
first
1-800-372-5345, Henry
County 901-247-5345
& L mowing & trimming
436-2528
MULCH, delivered Murray
area 436-5560
PAINTING int., ext. Spring
Specials All types of home
repair, free estimates Call
anytime 436-5032

THE Gutter Co Seeming
aluminum queers, variety
of colors Licensed, insured Estimate available
759-4690
TIDYLAWN & yard service
Complete lawn & yard
cleaning & care tree trimming, light hauling, free estimates 474-8570
TREE trimming, carpentry,
gutter cleaning. Clean out
sheds, attics Free estimates
Paul Lamb
436-2269, 436-2102.
VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15; most repairs
$35. Free estimates Route
1, Almo. Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon.-Fri.; 753-0530
WE service and clean window and central air conditioning units. 753-4684 or
759-4803.

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255

WILL mow yards & other
yard work. Call 437-4071.

RIDA'S Machine Quitting,
choice of patterns Phone
502-759-2479, Murray, Ky.

WINDOW & door repair &
replacement. Senior Cit.
discount 759-1799.

LAMB Brothers Tree
vice. 502-436-5744.

Sec-

LAWN care, sheetrock finishing, painting, small carpenter repair. Call
489-2154.

ROTC Tilling, gardens,
landscapes Experienced,
responsible. 753-0611 after 5:30pm.

LAWN mowing and trimming in Murray area, free
estimates. 753-6520 or
435-4588.

SEAMLESS gutters installed, residential or commercial, Servall Gutter Co.
753-6433.
I'M BAAAAACK- complete
professional tree care,
deadwooding, topping,
pruning, complete removal,
cabling, pests control, fertilization by JOHN BOVER.
Former clients or new call
436-5334

LAWN
services
901-247-3046, Cliff Curd,
tree estimates
KITCHEN CABINET REFACING. Make your old
new again with Formica. AM
colors, free estimates.
Wulff's Recovery, Murray,
KY. 436-5560.

Your Gift Saves Lives.

PADUCAH

with yoi
weight-i
loss may
To giN
diabetes
of my

Mellitus
like a col
self addi

OPTIMISTS THANKED - Jeannetta Williams, right, overall chairman for
Pennies in Park Project of Sigma Department of Murray Woman's Club,
presents-a plaque to Jim Thompson, president of Murray Optimist Club,
thanking the club for their many hours of volunteer work for constructing the playground equipment In the Old City Park. The plaque will be
placed in the pavilion of the park.
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TO MARK DOWN PRICES
HIRE & TRAIN EXTRA HELP-AND TO PREPARE OUR
PADUCAH STORE FOR THIS GREAT SALE

ENTIRE STOCK ON SALE IN A...

To Advertise in this Special Edition
Call One of our Advertising Representatives.

753-1916
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Ledger &Times
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LOOKED

UNTIL FRIDAY, APRIL 7TH

With prices on the rise today,people are starting to do
more home improvement projec-ts on their own. To
meet their needs and yours,we will feature our'Spring
Home Improvement' tab on Thursday, April 13. It will
provide helpful articles about a variety of topics
related to home improvement and offer you the
opportunity to advertise your services and supplies.
Don't lose your spot in this handy tab! it's one that
readers will hold on to for reference, giving your ad
exposure over and over.
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FURN1TURE-ORIENTAL RUGS-ACCESSORIES

to the nature ofthe relay system,the
defenders had no idea whatthe South
hand looked like. East signalled in
diamonds on the second round of
spades, but when the fourth spade
was played, on which declarer discarded a diamond, West had to find
a discard.
After nearly five minutes of
thought, West elected to discard a
heart from the 10-7-4-3. Suddenly
Becker had four heart tricks-and
his slam.
At the other table, the Danish
North-South stopped in four spades,
giving the U.S. a 13-IMP pickup on
the deal.

•Mary Ann Orr
'Fran Faith
•Jennifer Hale
•Lori Andrus

physicii
blood te

"Interior of Dit_inction"

Famous Hand

This deal occurred in an earlyround match between Denmark and
the United States at the 1993 World
Team Championship.
When Ron Rubin and Mike
Becker of the United States held the
North-South hands,the bidding went
as shown. Becker-Rubin use a complicated relay system, and the first
seven bids were all artificial. By the
time Rubin bid four spades, Becker
had learned that his partner held
either two aces and a queen, or an
ace and two kings, as well as a long
spade suit.
Six spades was a reasonable contract,needing only the king ofspades
onside. Failing that, there was a
potential squeeze in the red suits.
Becker won the opening club lead
with the ace and tried the spade
finesse, losing to the singleton king.
Declarer won the club return with
the king and began to run his spades.
If East had held the king of diamonds and four hearts, he would
eventually be forced to unguard one
of those suits, giving declarer his
twelfth trick. As the cards lay, however,the squeeze attempt was going
to fail.
But Becker had another thing
going for hirn-namely that,thanks
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South dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
4 A Q 10 8 6 4
96
•A 87
4. 108
EAST
WEST
4K
+975
V J 82
p 10 7 4 3
•K 10 5 2
•J 9 3
J 96 4 3
4Q 72
SOUTH
+ J 32
V A K Q5
•Q 6 4
+A K 5
The bidding:
North East
South West
Pass
1
Pass
1+
2•
Pass
Pass
1+
Pass
2+
Pass
2
44
Pass
2 NT
Pass
64
Opening lead -two of clubs.
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NY YEARS OF,SERVING PADUCAH
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS WE ARE...

YARD mowing, free estimates. 753-6344.

ROCKY Colson home repair, plumbing, roofing, siding & additions All type
home & mobile home repair. Free estimates.
474-2307.

TODAY'S CHILDREN are eager to please and very vulnerable to criticism. Wise parents will give them lots of encouragement and reassurance
but avoid offenng undeserved praise. Highly competitiy e. these youngsters
often try to outdo and outshine their mends. Let them know that displaying
their ambition too openly could cost them valuable allies. Affectionate and
generous, these Anes make devoted spouses and parents. They are capable
of great sacrifices for those they hold dear.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: 19): You stand on the threshold of
An emphasis on frugality will pay off some very lucky financial develophandsomely. When sprucing up your ments. Travel plans and child-relatwardrobe and home, search out bar- ed projects are seen in a favorable
gains. A quest for romantic happiness light. Follow your heart's desire in
continues; eventually, you will find romance if the way is clear.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
exactly what you need. A financial
commitment you make early in 1996 Going on a spending spree will set
will have unexpected benefits. An the stage for marital or partnership
influential benefactor assists your difficulties. Exercise self-restraint.
Finish up old business before starting
climb up the career ladder.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON new projects. Recycling a clever idea
THIS DATE: actor Robert Downey or valuable materials boosts profits.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
Jr., poet Maya Angelou, White Sox
manager Jim Fregosi, actress Nancy There will be plenty of excitement
around your home or office today.
McKeon.
ARIES (March 21-April 19): Things go more smoothly when
Reviewing certain pieces of infor- everyone pitches in. Generosity coumation will help you make a shrewd pled with charm will win over
business decision. Do not sidestep a sweethearts and children alike.
discussion with relatives or friends. Show your compassionate side.
Others are looking to you for leadership.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
The work atmosphere becomes
more pleasant now. New ideas are
aired. Sign agreements only after
reading the fine print carefully. You
need to be wary of so-called shortcuts and bargains.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20): Shun
a job that may be too dangerous. You
can find work elsewhere. Good eating
habits, plenty of rest and healthful
pursuits are emphasized. Be more
affectionate. Show, greater awareness
of romantic partner's needs.
CANCER (June 21-July 22):
Trouble could develop if you listen
to rumors or give rise to gossip. A
rather upsetting emotional showdown may ensue this afternoon.
Practice what you preach about
ethics. A family member's concerns
deserve serious consideration.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): An excellent day for friendly encounter, club
activities and social functions. Put
your weight behind a worthy charita•
ble cause; many people need help.
Those who carefully stoke romantic
fires tonight will enjoy the results!
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Improvement is seen in the financial
department; others become more
cooperative. Refuse to let worrisome
thoughts gain a hold. Confidence
wins the day! Be observant when
shopping for clothes. Check seams,
zippers and buttons.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): A
project you favor could encounter
opposition from associates, top people or competitors. Negotiate. Avoid
demanding too much of mate or
•••
business partner. Compromising on
:
•:+7'
small points will help you win a
major victory!
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): A
tendency to dominate discussions
will not go down well with your
companions. Where affection rules,
friction vanishes. A business mistake or difference of opinion could
work to your advantage. Use inside
information judiciously.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): Your income and expenses are
in the spotlight. Protect valuables by
putting them in a safe place. Quiet
diplomacy helps you patch up a
rocky relationship. Tonight, move
ahead on the social front.

SUBSCRIBE

WINDOW air conditioning
repairs/ cleaning 753-5958
'get your unit ready".

RILEY Remodeling & Construction Garages, additions, porches, decks, roofing, vinyl skiing & trim, re
placement windows
Owner Jerry Riley. Phone
502-489-2907.

By Pete

TUESDAY, APRIL 4, 1995
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)

The Kentucky
Network

'2 MILLION
TORE
SING SALE

LAs

PADUCAH STORE ONLY!
IMPORTANT MESSAGE
WE HAVE DECIDED TO CLOSE OUR PADUCAH STORE. AT THE
CONCLUSION OF OUR SALE, WE WILL CONSOLIDATE OUR
BUSINESS AND SERVICES INTO OUR OTHER STORES,
LOCATED IN COLUMBIA AND CAPE GIRARDEAU, MISSOURI
THESE LOCATIONS WILL PROVIDE YOU WITH COMPREHENSIVE SERVICE FOR ALL YOUR FUTURE FURNITURE NEEDS. IN
THE MEANTIME, HOWEVER, WE MUST SELL OUT ALL STOCK
OF QUALITY FURNITURE AND ACCESSORIES, FROM SUCH
FAMOUS BRANDS AS DREXEL-HERITAGE, HENREDON,
BAKER,CENTURY,HARDEN,WOODARD,AND OTHERS,FROM
OUR PADUCAH STORE AS SOON AS POSSIBLE

\rn

HELP
WANTED
5 SALES PEOPLE
4 FURNITURE HANDLERS

MIX

Apply at store on Monday
or Tuesday morning, April
3rd or 4th, at 11 o'clock

RERUN
THE /Vo

SALE BEGINS FRIDAY
I 7TH AT 10 A.M.
.
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4
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;
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LOOKING BACK
By Peter H. Gott. M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT. I'm overweight
and have boils underneath my arms
and sometimes on my stomach What
should I do' I really need help
DEAR READER: Boils ‘skin infec
tions usually caused by staph bactena) are, like obesity. often associated
with diabetes
Although you may be able to reduce
the incidence and severity of these
infections by taking antibiotics and
using anti-bacterial soap. such as
Dial, you should see your family
physician for an examination and
blood tests, to check for diabetes or
an immune deficiency, both of which
may require treatment.
In addition, the doctor can work
with you to develop a satisfactory
weight-reduction program. Weight loss may also help cure your boils.
To give you more information on
diabetes, I am sending you a free copy
of my Health Report "Diabetes
Mellitus." Other readers who wouldlike a copy should send $2 plus a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope to

P0 Box 24,i.s. Nev.. York, NY 10163
Be sure to mention the title
DEAR DR (;OTT I have rheuma
told arthritis My rheumatologist
wants to start me on a drug called
methotrexate I understamPthis is
used to treat cancer patients. I'm warned about the possibility of toxicity of
the blood and bone marrow, among
other things I have to make up my
mind soon, and would appreciate your
comments
DEAR READER: Methotrexate is,
as you pointed out, an anti-metabolite
used to treat certain cancers. It is
also appropriate therapy for psoriasis
and rheumatoid arthritis. The precise
method of its action is unknown.
Naturally. any drug that affects
metabolism — no matter how effective it may be in curing disease — is
bound to have side effects.
Methotrexate is no exception. In a
small percentage of patients, it is
associated with a wide range of toxic
effects, including nausea, vomiting,
diarrhea, mood alteration, weakness,
lung inflammation, rash, renal failure.
malaise, fever, mouth ulcers, and

Ten years ago
leukopenia 'low white blood corpuscIr
A new ambulark..:, valued at
count). and others
more than S20,000, has replaced
Because methotrexate is such a an older vehicle at Murray powerful medication, you and your
Calloway County Hospital.
doctor must decide if the potential
Kim E. Pennington, faculty
outweigh
risks
the
benefits
of taking
it Other medicines -- such as gold member of Boston Conservatory,
shots and anti-inflammatory drugs — Boston, Mass., was initiated into
might be more appropriate and less Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia, men's
likely to cause serious complications.
professional music fraternity, on
You should have a frank discussion
He is the son of Mrs.
with your rheumatologist to explore March 27.
of Rt. 3,
Pennington
Clinton
options. At the same time, he should
provide you with a rationale for using Murray.
methotrexate, as well as the possible
Recent births reported include
side effects.
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Glen
a
1995 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
Ward, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
James Wilson, and a girl to Mr.
Mrs. Sydney Wilson, March
and
DR. GOTT
27.
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Overby
were married 60 years April 2.,
Mike Holton of Murray socred
an ace on No. 2 hole at Miller
Memorial Golf Course.
Twenty years ago
An organizational meeting of
Ducks Unlimited, Murray Chapter, will be April 10 at Holiday
Inn.
Bill Adams was presented with
awards recently for being named

DAILY COMICS
BLONDIE
THIS
SHOW 15
TERRIBLE

ovklY DON'T
SWITCH TO
SOMETHING
ELSE"

TODAY IN HISTORY

THEY MUST THINK I
HAVE NOTHING BETTER
TO DO

WHAT 5 IT WITH THE
PEOPLE WHO RUN
TV, ANYWAY ?

IL DiD..ALL THE SHOWS
IRRE TERRiSLE... I MIGHT
I AS WELL BE STUCK WITH
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LUCKILI FOR K.
POLSTERS IX*1
MAK, CLEARLY
VIVEN TI-EY'RE
HUNGRY .

51-111T UP
WINSLOW

°

_
to,

.......,

,
CATHY
LOOKED FOR DELIVERY MENU:
9 MINUTES.
LOOKED FOR CORDLESS PHONE'
13 MINUTES.
LOOKED FOR CASH
I-1 MINUTES.
LOOKED FOR TV GUIDE
4, MINUTES.
LOOKED FOR REMOTE CONTROL:
8 MINUTES.

LOOKED FOR CONTACT CASE:
41 MINUTES.
LOOKED FOR &LAsSES
23 MINUTES.
LOOKED FOR -TOOTHPASTE:
MINUTES.

LOOKED FOR SWEAT PANTS:
5 MINUTES.
LOOKED FOR stNEFIT5H(R1'
I miNUTES.
LOOKED FOR CLEAN SOCKS:
44 MINUTES.
LOOKED FOR TENNIS SHOES:
6 MINUTES.

will be married 50 years April 4.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Francis Firm, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Outland, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Ferguson, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Billy White.
Wayne Williams talked about
"Wise Use of _Natural Resources"
at a meeting of Alpha Department of Murray Woman's Club.
Forty years ago
The Kentucky Board of Education has given Murray High
School a rating of "A" and Douglass High School a rating of
"B," according to local school
officials.
Murray Junior Chamber of
Commerce will sponsor a Teen
Age Driving Road-E-0, according to Maurice Crass Jr.,
president.
The Rev. G.C. Winnett of Oakdale, Calif., is speaker at a revival meeting now in progress at
Chestnut Street Tabernacle,
located at Chestnut and North
Second Streets.
Mrs. L.R. Putnam presented a
program on "Magazines Then and
Now" at a meeting of Murray
Magazine Club held at the home
of Mrs. Ben B. Keys,

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, April 3, the 93rd day of 1995. There are 272
days left in the year.
DEAR ABBY: I'm married to a
Today's Highlight in History:
man. He is very generwonderful
On April 3, 1860, the legendary Pony Express began service
ous, hardworking, and has always
lasted
service
between St. Joseph, Mo., and Sacramento, Calif. The
earned a decent living for us. He
only a 11/2 years before giving way to the transcontinental telegraph.
provides me with a new car and a
lovely home. Everyone thinks I
On this date:
have the ideal husband and thinks
In 1776,, George Washington received an honorary doctor of laws
ha is a terrific guy — including me.
degree fibin Harvard College.
The only problem is that
In 1783, author Washington Irving was born in New York City.
although we have always gotten
Richof
capital
Confederate
the
occupied
In 1865, Union forces
along and I have always been proud
mond, Va. during the Civil War.
to call him my husband, I'm not
St.
in
death
In 1882, the notorious outlaw Jesse James was shot to
sure I've ever really loved him.
Joseph, Mo., by Robert Ford, a member of his own gang.
How important is it to be in love
with' the man you are married to
In 1936, Bruno Hauptmann was electrocuted in Trenton, N.J., for
when everything else is so good?
the kidnap-murder of the Lindbergh infant.
.111
NOT IN LOVE
In 1946, Lt. Gen. Masaharu Homma, the Japanese officer responsiBUT LIVING WELL
ble for the Bataan Death March during World War II, was executed.
In 1948, President Truman signed the Marshall Plan, which alloDEAR NOT IN LOVE: It's
cated more than $5__billion in aid for .16 EAiropean countries.
'very important — but bear in
to
representatives
U.S.
In 1968, North Vietnam agreed to meet with
mind that there are as many
_
set up preliminary. peace talks.
.definitions of being "in love" as
there are people. Many women
In 1979, Jane M. Byrne became the first woman to be elected maywould consider what you have
or of Chicago, as she defeated Republican Wallace D. Johnson.
to be wedded bliss.
In 1982, Britain dispatched a naval task force,to the south Atlantic
However, since you feel that
to reclaim the disputed Falkland Islands, which had been seized by
an important aspect of your
Argentina.
marriage is missing, you owe it
Ten years ago: The landmark Brown Derby restaurant in Hollywood
to yourself to find out what it is.
closed its doors after 56 years in business.
Consult a marriage counselor
without delay.
Five years ago: A delegation from the rebellious republic of
The longer you dwell on
Lithuania met with an adviser to Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev.
what you think you're missing,
The U.S. Senate overwhelmingly approved comprehensive clean-air
the greater the chance you'll
legislation. Jazz singer Sarah Vaughan died in suburban Los Angeles
lose what you have.
at age 66.
One year ago: In his Easter Sunday address, Pope John Paul II
expressed hope that the joy of Christianity would overwhelm the din
of violence and hate. A memorial service was held at the site of the
DEAR ABBY: I am a 45-year-old
woman who has had arthritis for
Goshen United Methodist Church in Alabama for the 20 people who
years — mostly in my hands. I need
were killed when a tornado leveled the building a week earlier.
know how to avoid a simple
to
DorActress-singer
71.
is
Brando
Marlon
Today's Birthdays: Actor
handshake without appearing rude.
is Day is 71. Actress Miyoshi Umeki is 66. German Chancellor HelPeople seem to want to shake
mut Kohl is 65. Florida Gov. Lawton Chiles is 65. Actress Marsha
hands (even in church), and they
Mason is 53. Singer Wayne Newton is 53. Singer Tony Orlando is 51.
approach you with a very firm grip
The former president of Mexico, Carlos Salinas de Gortari, is 47.
— this is terribly painful to my
swollen joints. Men are the worst
Actor Alec Baldwin is 37. Comedian-actor Eddie Murphy is 34.
offenders, but some women are just
Thought for Today: "The difference between gossip and news
as bad.
depends on whether you hear it or tell it." — Anonymous.
No one notices my swollen
knuckles. Abby, please let your
readers know that not everyone
enjoys a firm handshake.
UNSHAKABLE IN MILWAUKEE

DEAR ABBY

CALVIN and HOBBES

'4E. DIDIAt
SPI TVIAT.

the top Singer dealer in the
nation out of 1.200 dealers
nationwide.
Ronald McAlister, principal of
Calloway County High School,
was presented with an honorary
membership by CCHS Chapter of
Future Homemakers of America
at its Mother-Daughter Banquet
at Colonial House Smorgasbord.
Rhonda Towery made the
presentation.
Elected as new officers of
Lynn Grove Adult Farmer Class,
taught by W.H. Brooks, were
Max Workman, Carroll M.
Rogers and Hyland Darnell.
Thirty years ago
Pvt. Myles W. Todd, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Ivie Todd, is stationed at. Fort Jackson, S.C.
Dr. Charles D. Scarbrough of
Houston-McDevitt Clinic, Inc.,
will speak on "Medical Aspects
of Alcoholism" at a meeting on
April 5, at Calloway County
Health Center. Others speakers in
the series of special meetings will
include Dr. Ralph Tesseneer and
Dr. Charles Smith of Murray
State University.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lovins

1

ANOTHER FREE EVENING
SACRIFICED TO THE GOD
Of Di5OR6ANiZATION.
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MALLARD FILLMORE

cards
35 NBC medical
series
36 Hot spring
38 Conclusion
39 Fleur-de- —
40 Printers
measure
41 Layer of eye
42 — apparent
44 Store fodder
46 Honorable
48 Creek
51 — Tin Tin
52 Irritated
54 Edison's
middle name
55 Sched abbr
56 Mrs Dithers
57 Baseballer
Nolan —

ACROSS
1 Nevada city
5 Dean Cain
role
9 In addition
12 Wife of Osiris
13 Secluded
valley
14 Earth (comb
form)
15 Earn
17 Disappointment
19 Swerved
21 Morsels
22 Hebrew
month
24 Negative
prefix
25 — la la
26 — voyage
27 Milano of
"Who's the
Boss?"
29 Equally
31 Mauna —
32 Old pronoun
33 Asner ID
34 Game of
1

OPE
ER ICS
LPS
USO
LENIN
ATO
AUSTIN
PAMELA
G0 F A R
MES
FLUTE
L I
KAEL
AN I L
LOLA
OAR
LT
SCABBED
AR
LEO
FELT
LORE
DERal
RE
ANI LL
OAS
BLUNT
GUNSHY
CLASSY
OU I
TENOR
HA L
NEP
MOPS
ODD
4-3 © 1995 United Feature Syndicate

DOWN

5 Gnffey ID
6 Detective
Queen
7 Want
8 Explosive
(abbr
9 Greek

1 Edge
2 Opp of
WNW
3 State of bliss
4 Willow

4

3

2

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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111 10

ill 5
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111
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35

38UU

il
40
YOU'RE JUST A
I KNOW.. RE EVEN WON
BEGINNER. YOU YOU TOLD M`f SHOOTER..
ALL I WAVE
SHOULDN'T HAVE ME THAT
LEFT 15 THI5
BEEN PLAYING
EMPTY SACK.
FOR'KEEPS"

I4E
I M SURPRISED
'
COULDN'T
RE DIDN'T
I RAN
TAKE THAT,
TOO.
ALL TNE
WAY HOME.

III

51
55

A"

41

44
49UU
48

111111
111

MN

ill

MIUUUU

31

l'EANUTS

IUU
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11111
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54
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di

Mil

marketplace
10 — Gingrich
11 Johnson and
Rickles
16 Symbol for
tellurium
18 Dickens
character
20 KniCks coach
22 Competent
23 Portal
25 Despot
27 Affirmative
votes
28 "— Like Old
Times"
29 First-rate
(2 wds )
30 Soft drink
34 Evenly
36 — Scouts
37 Return to —
39 Climbing
plant
41 Of arm bone
42 At this place
43 Way out
44 — Saannen
45 Roman two
47 Spasm
49 A Gabor
50 Sunburn
53 Prosecutor
(abbr )

DEAR UNSHAKABLE: When
you are approached by someone
who goes for your hand, very
quickly say, "No handshake,
please. I have arthritis."
If you do this often enough, it
will become automatic.
P.S. Not only women have
this problem; men have arthritic fingers, too.
* * *

DEAR ABBY: I am a 16-year-old
girl who baby-sits for several families.
Whenever I have a cold, I always
warn the parents, in case they'd
prefer their child were not exposed
to it. I sure wish the parents would
return the courtesy, and let me
decide whether or not I want to
baby-sit a sick child.
I have caught colds from babysitting children whose parents were
just going to a movie or a party. On
a couple'of occasions, I got so sick I
had to miss school. I wouldn't mind
if the parents needed me because
they had to work, or there was an
emergency.
Please print this.
SICK IN FLORIDA
DEAR SICK: You are right. If
the children are ill, the parents
should warn the baby sitter in
advance, and give the sitter the
option of taking the job or
declining it.

DEAR ABBY: You were asked
'how many rings a person should
allow before giving up. When I
worked as a switchboard operator
many years ago, I was taught to let.,.
the phone ring 10 times.
still do, 25 years later.
MA BELL IN LAFAYETTE,01140

1111•
* * *
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Carnie Pierce

Eldon W. Rogers
Eldon W. Rogers, 67, Rt. I, Murray, Penny community, died Sunday, April 2, 1995, at 5 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
A retired Church of Christ minister, he was a member of Glendale
Road Church of Christ. His wife, Mrs. Margaret Jones Rogers, died
Oct. 30, 1993, Born July 3, 1927, at Melber, he was the son of the late
Noah L. Rogers and Mary McAllister Rogers.
Survivors include three sons, Stephen D. Rogers and wife, Sherry,
Fort Benning, Ga., Phillip Rogers and wife, Becky, Gadsden, Ala.,
and Anthony Rogers and wife, Debbie, Murray; two sisters, Ms. Venona Rogers, Murray, and Mrs. Wilma Garrett, LaGrange, Ill.; three
grandchildren, Crystal Nicole Rogers, Jessica Rogers, and Riley Clay
Rogers.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale and Henry Hargis will officiate. Burial
will follow in Macedonia Cemetery in Graves County.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).

Services for Carnie Pierce were Sunday at 3 p.m. in the chapel of
Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Harry Yates and the Rev.
Curtis Rice officiated. Burial was in Farmington Cemetery with
Masonic rites at the graveside.
A retired employee of Merit Clothing Co., he was a member, deacon and former Sunday School teach at Farmington Baptist Church
and a member of Farmington Lodge of Free and Accepted Masons.
Born Dec. 20, 1906, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late
Charlie Pierce and Lillie Beach Pierce. Also preceding him in death
were one son, Gerald D. Pierce, and one brother, Carlos Pierce.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Rama Pierce; one daughter, Mrs.
Shirley Tabers and husband, Gerald, Murray; three sisters, Mrs. Lillian Rogers, Lexington, and Mrs. Nell Housden and Mrs. Dell Bazzell.
Murray; two brothers, Fred Pierce, Wyoming, and Paul Pierce, Kirksey; three grandchildren; seven great-grandchildren.

Funeral rites for Clayton Pritchard were Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Charles McKenzie
officiated.
Active pallbearers were Carroll Rogers, Richard Smotherman, Max
Smotherman, Randy Adams, Billy Coleman and Wildy Coleman. Honorary pallbearers were Norman Lee, 011ie Cooper, Dan Miller, Steve
Welter, James Fain, Donald Crawford, Glen Crawford and the Rev.
John Sheppard. Burial was in Highland Park Cemetery, Mayfield.
Mr. Pritchard, 81, Rt. 1, Murray, Lynn Grove community, died Friday, March 31, 1995, at 3:45 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
A member of Lynn Grove United Methodist Church, he was a
retired general supervisor for Tennessee Valley Authority. Born April
3, 1913, in Graves County, he was the son of the late Hubert Pritchard
and Minnie Melvin Pritchard.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Adel! Miller Pritchard; one son,
Larry D. Pritchard, and one nephews, Lloyd Canter and wife, Deanna,
Lynn Grove.

Ms. Lanice 0. Paschall.
Ms. Lanice 0. Paschall, 74, Murray, died.Saturday, April 1, 1995,
at 2:10 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a member of International Association of Machinist & Aerospace Workers for 40 years. Born Oct. 12, 1920, in Henry County,
Tenn., she was the daughter of Estelle Cole Paschall and the late
Hooker Paschall.
Survivors include her mothers, Mrs. Estelle Cole Paschall, Murray;
two sisters, Mrs. Dorothy Wicker and Mrs. Sue MuHen, and one
brothe., Frank Paschall and wife, NanGy, all of Coldwater; one god.son; several _nieces and nephewsBlalock-Coleman Funeral Home will be in charge of -funeral and
burial arrangements.

Gilbert Ross
Gilbert Ross, 74, Irvan Street, Murray, died today, Monday, April
3, 1995, at 7:14 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Frank J. Enoch
Final rites for Frank J. Enoch were Sunday at 2:30 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev. Dale Sheridan
and the Rev. H.D. Hudson officiated. Music was by Judy Lamb, pianist, and Wanda Saylors and Carolyn Woods, vocalists.
Pallbearers were James Prescott, Danny Adams, Chris Sheridan,
Marty Sheridan, Ricky Sheridan and Dillard Hicks. Burial was in Oak
Grove Baptist '..'..hurch Cemetery.
M. Enoch, 97, Rt. 4, Murray, died Thursday, March 30, 1995, at
7:50 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include nieces and nephews, Cloteal Paschall, Opal Paschall and husband, Buster, and Nitaree Bowland, Murray, Dolphus
Wilson and wife, Manon, Almo, Boyce Wilson and wife, Beauton,
Lynn Grove, J.B. Wilson and wife, Virginia, Rt. 4, Murray, Enoch
Spann and wife, Peggy, Leland, Ill., Louie Sheridan and husband, Jerry, Rt. 7, Mayfield, Carl Enoch, Louisville, and Rozella Treanor and
Lucy Martin, Camden, S.C.

•TobacCo...
FROM PAGE 1
If the financing of anti-tobacco
suits by law firms is one major
change in the strategy for plaintiffs - who previously often
were financially exhausted by
drawn-out court battles - the
political battlefield also has been
altered dramatically.
Many tobacco opponents agree
with Pursell of the Minnesota
attorney general's office when he
says, "All of the things that happened in Washington last winter
and spring were cumulatively the
trigger for these lawsuits."
Specifically, he said, Food and
Drug Administration Commissioner David Kessler helped "rip
away the veil" during congressional testimony about decades of
tobacco research.

Mrs. Billie June Paschall, 63, Rt. 1, Puryear, Tenn., died Sunday,
April 2, 1995, at 9:30 a.m. at the home of a son in Cookeville, Tenn.
She was an employee of Midland Brake, Paris, Tenn., and a member of Hazel Baptist Church. Born Aug. 16, 1931, in Henry County,
Tenn., she was the daughter of the late Royce Taylor Jones and Madeline Ferguson Jones.
Survivors include her husband, Walter E. Paschall, to whom she
was married on Dec. 25, 1946; two sons, Kenneth Paschall and wife,
Janette, Cookeville, Tenn., and Jeff A. Paschall and wife, Tamara,
Paris, Tenn.; three sisters, Mrs. Peggy Davis and husband, Wesley P.
LaVeta, Colo., Mrs. Ruth Alexander and husband, Benford D.,
Puryear, Tenn., and Mrs. Bobbie Yearry, Paragould, Ark.; four
brothers, L.C. Jones and wife, Shirley, Lakeland, Ga., Pat Jones and
wife, Joy, Missouri, and Dan Jones and Cotton Jones, Paris, Tenn.;
four grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 3 p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Hazel. The Rev. Charles Paschall will officiate. Mrs.
Oneida White will be pianist and soloist.
Pallbearers will be Jack Wilson, Reed Rose, George Vickery, Norman Hughes, Dave Wofford and Larry Craig. Burial will follow in
Hazel Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home.

Christopher Kevin Downs

Ira M. (Skip) Bell died Thursday, March 30, 1995, at 10:31
p.m. at Nashville Memorial Hospital, Madison, Tenn.
He was employed by Signi
Great Lakes Carbon Corp., and
was a member of First Baptist
Church, Hickman. He was preceded in death by his father, Cleo
Bell.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Brenda Bell; one daughter,
Mrs. Myndi Keyton, Fort Smith,
Ark.; two sons, Johnathan Bell,
Murray, and Nick Bell, Hickman;
his mother, Mrs. Mary Lynn Bell,
and one brother, Steven Bell,
Strong, Ark.; one grandchild.
The funeral was today at 10
a.m. at First Baptist Church,
Hickman, with Danny Zickefoose
officiating. Strong & Cryer Funeral Home, Hickman, was in
charge of arrangements there.
Graveside rites will be Tuesday
at 2 p.m. at Highland Cemetery,
Ozark, Ark. Friends may call
from '7 to 9 p.m. tonight (Monday) at Shaffer Funeral Home,
Ozark.
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Support our local hospital
iii II liv Undetectable Hearing Aids

Ultra-CIC
Virtually invisible, the Ultra-CIC
from Qualitone is an entirely new
type of hearing aid. The advantages
are obvious:

Completely-In-The-Canal

*Excellent high frequency response
*Amplifies sound deep in the ear canal
Less wind noise
*Nearly invisible

• 30 DAY TRIAL • FREE HEARING TEST

The funeral for Christopher Kevin Downs was today at 11 a.m. in
the Chapel of Roses at Woodlawn Funeral Home, Nashville, Tenn.
Friends and family served as pallbearers. Burial was in Woodlawn
Memorial Park, Nashville.
Mr. Downs, 33, Nashville, Tenn., died Thursday, March 30, 1995,
at Nashville.
-Survivors include his -wife, Mrs. Lynn -Ellen Downs.,_._anda one
daughter, Stevee Rhea Downs, Nashville:. his, parents, John H. and
Gayland Little Downs, Murray; one sister. Debra Rogers, Nashville
Tenn.; three brothers, Michael Downs, Naples, Fla., Scot Downs,
Symrna, Tenn., and Kyle Downs, Murray; his grandmother, Mrs. Sue
B. Parker, DeLand, Fla.

Ira M.,(Skip) Bell
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Mrs. Billie June Paschall

Clayton Pritchard

In that case, joined by some 60
law firms from coast to coast
pledging a total of $6 million in
exchange for 25 percent of any
potential damages, anyone diagnosed by a doctor as nicotinedependent or who h-s tried
unsuccessfully to stop ,moking
could be a plaintiff. Estimates of
potential damages rise to $100
billion. A similar case in Florida
seeks twice that, though tobacco
industry officials scoff at the
figures.
Whetl he learned of the New
Orleans case, Patrick Rifflard,
who has smoked for 34 of his 47
years, called the lawyers on
behalf of himself, his wife and
his mother-in-law. All have tried
to kick their habits, to no avail.
"The longest I ever lasted was
four days, and all I could think of
was cigarettes. It's as bad as
drugs, I would think," said Rifflard, of Orange County, N.Y.
The class actions are not the
only ones in which plaintiffs are
being represented by private
lawyers who would collect substantial fees if they win - so are
the four states.
That rankles the tobacco companies, which, as Michael York, a
lawyer for Philip Morris, noted,
already pay billions of dollars in
taxes to the states.
York also criticized a Florida
law, currently being appealed by
tobacco and other manufacturers,
that makes it easier for them to
be sued.
"These lawsuits arc a radical
departure from the American judicial system. They assume liability and keep companies from
mounting any kind of defense.
It's not constitutional," York
said. "It's more of a political
stunt."

Stock Market Report

SAVE $100 WITH THIS COUPON

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-949-5728
Hurry.. this offer expires 5126195

HEARING AID CENTER
206 Souttillth=liurray

United Commonwealth Bank's

"GRAND OPENING"
Saturday, April 8 • 9am to 2pm
"All For Fun and Fun for All
at United Commonwealth Bank's
Grand Opening here in Murray, KY.
Gather your family and friends and come
out to celebrate with us.

"Case of Cash" Contest!
Visit our new bank and win free money. Guess
how much we have
stashed. The person who
comes closest to the actual
amount wins a case of cash.

.i6

FREE Fun Ett Entertainment!

HOG MARKET

Mighty morphin Red, Pink, & Green RANGERS,
The Mask, Looney Tune's favorite Bugs Bunny,
WBLN Live Remote, &
Jethro the Clown for kids and adults.

Foisrel Siasst Martel Noss Service April I, 1115
Itsstecky Psyches,Aro Hsi Ikarbsi Report Includes 3
buying Statism &scripts: Act 6S Lot. I* &screws &
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S3336-34.09
US 1-2 2316291 5..
631.541-33114
US 1-2 215-231 5s.
S33.1111-33.54
US 2-3 231-20 5..
632.14-33.66
US 3.4 266471 lb..
Sows
$22.61-23.10
US 1-2 276351 5..
522-51-24.56
US 1-3 301-411111 lb..
625.66-27.611
US 1-3 4116-S2S lb..
131.110-33.0.
US 1-3 525 mil op lbe
521.46.21.14
US 2-3 31111.5165..
&sirs S16341-1736

Gift Giveaways!
Exciting gifts for everyone.

Free Food!
Hotdogs, chips and softdrinks!

"Money Savers"!
FREE checking for LIFE.
1% discount on a new car loan.

r.411).'
Your Formal Wear Professionals
Men's, Women's & Children's In Stock

Sales & Rentals Starting at

$29.99

- Area's Largest Supplier Tuxedos - All Styles Available
New Clowns & Accessories Arriving Daily
Court Square
25 Years
DowitIown - 304 Main
Paris, TN
In Businoss
Murray, KY

And Much More...
Visit the Murray Racers' football team and girls and boys
basketball team. See our TIME CAPSULE. Play our PUTTING GREEN CONTESTS.
We're pledging 1% of total new deposits to
Habitat tor Humanity.

Compare Our
Price & Coverage

UNITcOMMONVVEALgD

For Auto &
Insurance
Owners
Home

BANK

Ross Insurance Agency

A federal Savvvs Bar*

Ronnis Ross & Denny Ross

Office Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8 s.m.-5 p.m.
Now Also Sat. 9 a.m.-12 p.m.
753-0489
600 Main St.
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1111 Main Street
Murray, KY 42071
502-759-9443

